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THREE OFFICERS

MANY GANNDT

CANCEL

Will Represent New Mexico Claims Valued at Hundred
Million Dollars to Be Taken
In Maneuvers at San
Diego, Calif.
by Government

Victims of Holo-

Twenty-Nin- e

IRE

TO BE

TELEGRAPHERS TO
STRIKE APRIL i

TENSE

TRIED

STATEHOOD? NOT
YET,

10 SET
HIM

NOR SOOH

ON

FIRE

Insurrection Is Apparently Twenty Per Cent Advance in Ex Governor Hagerman Does Epifanio Vigil Says Robbers
Not Expect This Boon at
Placed Lighted Paper
Spreading Into Unaffected
Wages Demanded on
States of Republic
Illinois Central
Early Date
Tapers cn His Toes

caust Mangled Beyond
All Semblance

SCHOOL DIRECTORS' ELECTION TRIAL OF 'THE CONSPIRATORS INVESTIGATION

15

I

DENTED

BE

GOAL

AREjiELECTEQ

S

NO. "8

1911

RIGID PEACE

HOWEVER

300

PREDICTED

Eighth Grade Exams Through No Matter What Outcome of Flood of Legislation to Prevent Every Federal Official of Sonora
Disasters of That Nature
Town Butchered by
out Territory On April
Proceedings, Filings Will Be
Void.
in
Future.
Insurrectos.
Declared
and
29.
28
Seattle, Wash., March 2S. The tnal j New York, March 28. The city and
the case of the United States county officials today continued press
against Charles W. Munday, Archie ing the investigation of Saturday's
Shields and Earl Siegley, indicted fire horror in which 142 persons lost
with Algernon H. Stracey, for alleged their lives. While this is going on,
conspiracy to defraud the government the mournful task of identifying and
of 6.0S7 acres of coal lands in Alaska, burying the dead continued. Twenty-ninbodies still remain unidentified,
valued at more than a hundred million dollars by employing dummy
so badly mutilated probably that .they
was begun in the United never will be recognized.
The fire is
States district court today. Stracey expected will result in a flood of bills
Is a brother of Sir Edward Stracey in the state legislature designed to
and is a fugitive in Vancouver. The prevent the repetition of such disasclaims were located by persons indict- ters.
State Senator Wainwright,
ed and known as the English group. chairman of the Employers' Liability
The government announces that re- Association, and Assemblyman C. W.
gardless of the result of the trial, Phillips, chairman of the committee
the filing of this group "and of all oth- to investigate the causes of industrial
er groups whose locators have been accidents, announce they both are goindicted, will be canceled.
ing fully into the investigation and
will probably make recommendations
to the legislature.
WILL NOT PASS ON
Assemblyman
INITIATIVE AT PRESENT. (Books and Phillips- - are collaborating
on a bill carrying rigid precautionary
Time of Mail Between East and Santa requirements for all factory buildings.

OPERATORS

LET

OUT BUMPER

FRUIT CROP CERTAIN

BUT

RE

KICKED

ViEQRQUSLY

Per Cent of 1,600 Most Enthusiastic Over Smudge Sensational Torrance County
Men Vote to Walk Out
Case In District Court Set
Pots To Prottect
Next Month
Orchards.
forTomoriow

Ninety-Fiv- e

"Not yet nor soon."
New Orleans, La., March 2S. A
That he was threatened with tor-'
to
That
is
the
tuns
the
succinct
and
similar to those suffered by
of
on
strike
the
general
telegraphers
which shows the wa j th; Christians in the time of Nero who
Illinois Central railroad will be call- point r expression
luiuit-governor nerueri j. linger-- maae iignteu torches out of them and
ed on April 1, the demands of the man feels about the
prospect of state- that the work of burning him alive
men for a 20 per cent Increase in hood for New Mexico.
had been actually begun by the sexMr. Hagerman
arrived here last tette of robbers who wanted to force
wages is not granted, according to loand is the guest of Levi A. a confession from bis
"ps, was the
cal representatives of the telegra- night
Hughes. He was interviewed this af- declaration made by Epifanio
Vigil,
is
It
asserted
that
the
strike
phers.
ternoon
by a representative of the who will be the chief witness in a
Program Outlined.
vote resulted in 93 per cent of 1,600 New Mexican and
San Antonio, Texas, March 2S.
smiled and talked trial begun late
yesterday afternoon
men voting in favor of the walkout. with a boyish enthusiasm for the forDiplomatic exchanges had proceeded
and which promises to reveal one of
Ir is claimed by the telegraphers that mer
is
a
Madero
and
Senor
said
to
pros- the most
governor
sufficiently,
happy
sensational robbery stories
make it safe to state that the office the road has discharged more than perous orchardist
No. 4:
in
heard
Mr. Vigil declares
years.
300
in
few
weeks.
the last
"But I do not think the delay of
operators
of vice president at, present, occupied
Office of the Adjutant General,
that strips of paper were saturated
statehood
has
our
he
whom
hurt
Senor
termed
ob
(re1911.
by
Corral,
section,"
March
27,
Santa Fe, N. M.,
oil and then placed bewith
ferring to Roswell), said Mr. Hager- tweenkerosene
noxious, will be abolished, for the FUMES FROM GREEN FEED
In compliance with instructions
his toes and were lighted while
man.
PRODUCE
are
INTOXICATION.
He
into
at
time being
that
least
"People
coming
predicted
from the war department, contained
that the resignation of Corral will
country as fast as ever. All that is a revolver was placed at his kne.
in letter (23024) of the chief, division
The case, which is heard by Judge
leave the functions of the office of Texa9 Farmer Runs Across New Form needed to bring settlers Is to show
22,
of militia affairs, dated March
McFie in the district court, is that of
them
can
that
of
new
do
than
Men
to
vice
Producers
better
the
min
they
of
Among
Jag
foreign
president
1911, the following named officers
elsewhere.
And they
are being the Territory vs. Doroteo Torres, Laz-arWorking on His Place.
ister, Senor de La Barra," Senor Ma
the National Guard of New Mexico
Cordova. A. D. Shartzer, Doughty
shown."
dero
said. Diaz will save his face by
will proceed to San Diego, California,
A Tucker, Francisco Perea and J. C.
his
in
Mr.
orchard
2S.
or
office
six
It
four
Sherman
March
Discussing
Texas,
Hager
remaining
months,
gento
the
and report
commanding
These six men are charged
then resign. He will plead weariness has remained for a Texas farmer to man was most enthusiastic. "There Cravens.
eral of the maneuver camp not earlier
on account of his many years. It will oiscover an entirely new "Jag" pro- will be a bumper crop this year," he with robbery on January 13, 1910, and
Fe to Be Reduced Six to
than April 3d nor later than April
then fall to de La Barra ro become ducer. According to the statement of said. "The smudging system is being Epifanio Vigil, his wife and his daughEight Hours.
5th, 1911, to participate in a joint ende facto president and call an elec a man making the discovery, the per- worked effectively. I see that I have ter, Nina, aged 16, appear against
Infield
and
maneuver,
campment,
MAKE
been quoted as saying over a million them.
28. Pushed to
March
tion. The administration party, it is son who takes aboard a
Washington,
and
struction of the regular army
package of
the rear by the advancement and resaid, will choose Limantour, minister this new stimulant wants to be joyful, gallons of oil are in storage on the
Said Mr.
to a representative
militia, viz.:
of finance, as its candidate for pres- climb trees and
orchards alone. That :t of the New Vigil
hearing of many federal cases includMexican:
play pranks. WThen aHagerman
Major S. A. Milliken, medical corps,
error.
ident.
What I meant
typographical
ing the dissolution suits against the
one partakes there i3 no danger of
"I have heard of the tortures inSilver City.
wus that over 90,000 gallons were in
Standard Oil and the Tobacco corporFederal Officials Butchered.
in the days of the Incas when
flicted
hold
of
the
bottle
with
getting
fights
W.
Thompson, regimental
Captain F.
storage."
m-ations, the Oregon case, involving the
El Paso, Texas, March 2.S. Mail in it. For some time a
were put on the stretcher and
quartermaster, 1st Infantry, Roswell. constitutionality of laws adopted by
he said furDiscussing
smudging
First Lieut. A. E. Hayward, 1st In- the initiative and referendum method, Their Candidate for Mayor advices fro mAlamosa, Sonora, con- farmer, recognized as one of the lead- ther: "It is really a new thing for asked questions which were punctuafirm the report that the revolutionists ing "drys" of the state, had noticed
fantry, Las Vegas.
large areas and I think smudging, to ted by the sound of snapping joints;
Leads by Big Vote in
not be passed upon by the fedunder Loya slaughtered every federal that a number of the hands on his be effective and
The period of attendance will be may
should when they refused to divulge where
court until next year.
official in the town of Guazaparaz, place appeared unusually hilarious. be carried on a fairly done,
hidden treasures were, but I myself
limited to fourteen days exclusive of eral supreme
Wichita
system.
community
Primary
one month remains this term
near the Sonora line when they took He was quite sure that none of the Otherwise where there are three or- had a similar experience.
the time required for travel to and Only
more than
the town. A young telegrapher alone popular beverages of the day were be chards, the middle one gets the bene
from the camp. The officers will take for argument of cases, and
Somehow or other the report got
with them their full field equipment, 75 cases must be considered before
FOUR C0B1SSI1ERS escaped. He fell with others beneath ing consumed by them and began an fit from the work of the other two around that I had sold a lot of sheep
case will be reached.
the dead and crawled out 12 hours la- investigation. He went out where his and may not have to smudge at all.
including bedding .and mess kit. The the Oregon
and had an immense sum of money
"
ter. He made his way barefooted to men were engaged in removing green
Beautiful Sight.
tentage will be supplied by the camp Should it not be argued this term, it
I lived on a ranch near
in the house.
next
considered
fall.
be
will
early
commander.
Officers mounts will not
feed from a silo. After working about
"It is indeed a beautiful sight to'Progreso, Torrance county, and all
Chinipas, 40 miles away.
Prohibitionists
Will
Be
Only
Op
Better Mail Service.
be taken but mounted officers will
this for a time and breathing the see thousands of smudge pots blazing the money I had in the house was
Riots at Tepic.
ponent That Progressives
28. ArrangeFeb.
take their horse equipments.
Washington,
,
About 7 o'clock on the night
Rebel bands are now operating in fumes from it, he discovered that he when they are first lighted. After a $140.
Will Have.
The chief quartermaster,
depart- ments have been completed by PostJalisco and Zacatecas, having crossed wanted to dance, play tag with his while, however, the smoke becomes 0f January 13, 1910, six masked men
ment of the Colorado, will issue trans- master General Hitchcock with the
over from Durango. Several of the men, and go through all those unusual so dense that the blazing effect is not broke into my house and held all of
rai ims very smoKe, so us u at the j,oint of plstola.
In
portation requests to cover the round Pennsylvania and Missouri Pacific
Kans., March 28. Com- small towns were taken including capers characteristic of those who licivciniuie.
Wichita,
trip of the officers from their home railroads for a new tofast mail train plete returns from yesterday's pri- Tlaltenago, where the "National Bank took on board too much of the princi- densa, which rises around the trees fact, when my wife interfered, implor-iiiand
Lovis
St.
stations to San Diego, California, and from New York city
mary election confirm the surprising of Mexico, the postoffice' and tax co- pal product of Kentucky. Realizing is the desired result of smudging for
that no one shoot me, one of the
return. The transportation requests Kansas City. With the addition of showing 6f the socialists.' Blaze, the llector were robbed. The
men were the smoke forms a kind of blanket to bandits blazed away and injured her
closing of that the entire force of
off
frost."
the
keep
will be furnished direct to the officers this train, which was put on today, Socialist candidate for mayor, led the the
on the top of the head.
Each one of
mining company's plant at Tejio, quite as intoxicated as himself he
Mr. Hagerman talked of the irrithe mail service between the east mayoralty candidates with 3,683 votes
for whom they are issued.
us was bound fast, hands behind the
of that state, has thrown thou- stopped the work for a time and all
capital
be
will
southwest
and
improved. and he and Graham the
gation projects and the pumping
The travel directed is necessary in
candi- sands out of
work, and resulted in were soon in their normal condition. systems to reclaim land and showed back, and commanded to tell where
Eastern mail will reach Kansas City date with 3,052 votes, will"dry"
the military service.
have their riots.
A second attempt to take the contents
an extensive
four and a half hours earlier than names on the ticket at the
of the latest our mucho dinero was."
By command of the governor:
regular
from the silo brought on another methods to knowledge
Mr. Vigil talked rapidly and dram
at present; it will advance west- election. Four of the
Across
water
Border.
land
a minimum
at
A. S. BROOKES,
Fleeing
eight candidates
El Paso, Texas, March 28. Refu- jagged condition of the entire crowd, cost. He said that lately a cheau oil atically in Spanish while Deputy Pro
Adjutant General. bound mail from Kansas City seven for commissioner are socialists.
as
thus convincing the farmer that
'
about seven cents a gallon bate Clerk Sandoval translated sent
hours, and Colorado mail four hours.
gees who have been able to reach the
Notary Appointed.
a costing
a modern and cheap boozatoriuin
had been brought into the territory ence by sentence.
border report that thousands of
Governor Mills has appointed Harry To considerable portions of Kansas,
out.
and is available to run pumping en
in northern Mexico are silo is the latest thing
L. Boon of Tucumcari, Quay county, Oklahoma and New Mexico, eastern ANOTHER EFFORT TO
"I told them that there was no large
LAHM CUP.
CAPTURE
ten
will
be
from
six
to
mail
advanced
gines at half the cost of fuel that was sum of money in the house, but point
a notary public.
struggling to get out of the country. SHIP WITH 138
hours.
obtainable
heretofore.
Land Entries.
Many women and children have no
ed out the trunk where all we had
ABOARD PROBABLY LOST.
Lieutenant W. E. Honeywell Will means of transportation. Others fear
Asked if he would not remain in was.
The following are the lang entries
They opened it and got $140,
the city several days he said that he
YOUNG FOLKS WILL
Start From San Antonio With
at the local land office. Antonio
that their property will fall into the
But they were
of Overdue
Steamer Yongala expected to leave for Roswell tomor- al30 a gold watch.
Cargo
ON
Monster
Balloon.
SATURDAY.
PICNIC
StanSanta Rosa; Fred Myers,
hands of the insurgents. Seventeen
not satisfied.
They kept saying
Washed Ashore Near Brisbane,
row
as
he
to
is
anxious
to
get back
families on the border near El Paso
ley; Juan Sisneros, Santa Rosa;
Australia.
his orchards and see that the smudge 'mucho dinero' and declared that they
San Antonio, Texas, March 28.
Party
George W. Cox, Cherry vale; Salier Mrs. Mills Will Chaperone
would find it. They put a pistol to my
today appealed to the customs offpot brigade is put on the firing line.
Which Will Have Five Automo
M. Reiland, Wagon Mound; Marian H.
Lieutenant W. E. Honeywell of St. icials to be allowed to bring their
28.
forehead and made many threats.
March
Brisbane,
Australia,
Esbiles
at
lis
Disposal.
Louis is in the city again preparing to horses and household goods into this The
Frederick, William J, Frederick,
But I told them that was all the moncargo from the overdue Interstate SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
Now that the winter months are make a balloon trip in- - an effort to country.
tancia; Peter David, Pastura; Eli
that
we had in the house and not to
They pleaded
bound from Towns- they
steamer
ey
Yongala,
TO
HAVE BOER COLONY.
Mondragon, Casa Grande; Arthur G. over and the song of spring sounds capture the Lahm cup. Mr. Honey were tired of fighting to preserve ville to
kill us.
pass
Macky, with sixty-eigCox, Cherryvale; Procopio MaeBtas, melodiously over the grassy meadows, well is the third aeronaut to bring a their
at the risk of their
and a crew of seventy, was General B. J.
The bandits carried the lamp
Viljoen Makes Arrangeand the meadow monster balloon here within the last lives. prosperity business in Juarez engers
Cuervo; Jose D. Garcia, La Boca; and the mocking-birwashed ashore today.
Although
It is feared
around the house and ransacked the
ments With J. D. Hand
Thomas P. Maddox, Aztec; George E. lark are seen on lawns once more, two years for the purpose of making
seemingly continues as usual, 5nany that the vessel is lost.
at Los Alamos.
place to try to find the hidden treasBlake, Farmington; Charles A.
after having been occupied by their this the starting point in a long dista- families are moving to the American
Not finding it they grew desure.
Thirty-fiv- e
or
40
Boer
FarmS.
who
farmers
Gilbert
of
Santa
Fe
Willhoite,
the
City;
young people
nce-flight.
studies,
Three weeks ago, Wil- side because of the persistent rumors SAFETY PIN KILLS LOS
settled some years ago in Mexico and perate with rage and taking off the
ington.
are going to have a lark to make up liam F. Assman of St. Louis, with the that Juarez will
atLfic:c-eSURGEON.
ANGELES
eventually be
who want to escape from the unset- shoe on my right foot they removed
Decreases Stock.
for lost time; that is they are going balloon Miss Sophia made a trip of
by the insurrectos
tled and troublous conditions in that the stocking and put piece3 of paAmendments to the articles of in- to have- - a
e
picnic some dis- 900 miles in record breaking time and
Los Angeles, Cal., March 28. Dr.
Maderos Reach Sat Antonio,
country, will bring their families with per between my toes; these slips of
corporation of the Crowfoot Cattle tance out of Santa Fe. Five automo- 13 believed would have captured the
a
of
local
G.
II.
Gates,
superintendent
San Antonio, Tex., March 28 Franthem to New Mexico and found a col- pater they saturated with kerosene
Company were filed in the territorial biles have been procured for the ocof
snow
not
the
a
been
and
had
for
it
leading surgeon
cisco I. Madero Sr. and Boa, Cusiave hospital,
at Los Alamos, near Las Vegas, and then lit them, telling me they
ony
secretary's office" today, decreasing casion, and, providing the weather- trophy
storms which crossed his path and Madero, father and brother of the clt, died of blood poisoning, the result in San
the capital stock from $150,000 to
Miguel county. It is expected were going to burn me alive.
man is in good humor, a fine joyful
his the
compelled him to descend. There are Mexican insurrecto leader. Francisco of having accidentally pricked
The main office of the company
of these immigrants will
majority
will be the result.
He Kicks
outing
while
a
for
two
balloonlsts
with
reasons
bandag- be on the
desiring I.
safety pin
is at Silver City and J. W. Carter is
here today. They hand
in a month or six
arrived
Madero,
ground
Mr. Vigil said that he did not like
to
out
will
the
a
go
The
room
in
the
from
young
people
wound
this
the
to
start
a
First,
city:
operating
ing
he statutory agent.
went at otce to the house of Alfonso
weeks.
and kicked vigorthis
Thomas ranch, 18 miles out of Santa unusual lifting quality of the gas manveek ago.
For the Treasury.The news of this move became pubMadero, where the local J'wra meets.
when
felt
the warmth of
he
as
act
will
Mills
ously
Mrs.
chaperand
the
ufactured
opportu
Fe,
second,
here;
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
lic following a conference on Sunday the flame.
The Maderos said that the reunion
Then one of the bandits
office of secretary
Miss Dysart and Professor nity for a long flight to the north
has received the following sums, for one.
was purely a personal affair, but im as announced, the
between General B. J. Viljoen of La drew his revolver and placed the muzeast with ho intervening high moun pression prevails that matters of mo of the interior was left vacant and Mesa, the
the territorial treasury: From Charles Bowlds, teachers in the High School,
Boer ' warrior, zle at his knee threatening to shatter
will
still
them.
as
to
will
incumbent
its
to
Saturday
accompany
be
water
bodies
of
or
speculation
tains
examiner's
great
fees, $25;
V. Safford, bank
ment are to be considered in connec- favored Theodoro De
and New Mexico empire builder, and the bone if he moved his foot again.
hold
the
exbe
the
people
Hesa,
young
governor
day
crossed. Lieutenant Honeywell
from Governor Mills, refund on U. S.
J. D. Hand of Los Alamos, extensive- But the
tion with peace proposals.
(
of Vera Cruz, and candidate for
tapers between his toes went
land fees, $1,402; and from Cleofes their outing and they will start at pects to start within a week.
No More Guerilla Warfare.
ly interested in lands in San Miguel out and his flesh was only singed.
reelection.
at
the
last
will
the
8:30
in
morning.
They
the
of
warden
penitentiary,
Romero,
El Paso, Texas, March 28. GuerilSatisfactory arrangements,
Mr. Vigil's wife and daughter lay
main at the Thomas' ranch all day BUYERS COMMAND THE
General Cosio retains the portfolio county.
convicts' earnings, $219.60.
war-far- e
been formally abanas to land have been made and it ia
la
has
own
lunch.
their
will
of the department of war. The cabi
nearby, their hands tied beand
WOOL SITUATION.
trembling
carry
Monday Election Day.
doned by the Mexican Insurrectos, ac- net as at
understood the colonists will begin hind their backs and were suffering
constituted is:
present
Monday,' April 3, is the date set for
to a decree issued by FranFrancisco Leon their migration as soon as possible. great anguish fearing that the head of
the election of school directors in OKLAHOMA TOWN
Foreign relations
Some Fairly Large Sales Arc Report- cording
cisco I. Madero, and made public de La Barra. .
Many of them, it is said, are old the family was to be roasted alive.
ATTRACTS PRIZE FIGHTERS,
the various school districts of thei
ed But Market Continues Dull
en
the
decree
todaJ.
of General Viljoen, and It
The
organizes
compatriots
electOne
be
and Depressed.
director will
territory.
Interior Pending.
The bandits finally grew weary
tire republic into seven groups of Justice Demetrio
goes without saying that they are all
ed in each school
district except Ten Thousand of Them Spend $25,000
Sodi.
and about 8 o'clock left the house as
a
to
New
known
as
be
kind
of
the
that
each
grqup
thrifty citizens,
where there are vacancies to be filled.
for Tickets to See 15 Round
March 28. The states,
Public instruction--.lorg- e
Mass.,
Vera
Boston,
suddenly as they had entered It.
Mexico needs.
Bout.
Boston wool market, continues dull, war zone, the insurrectos in each
Library Funds.
Following their footprints arrests
Madero
General Viljoen says that conditions were
Judging by reports received at the Sapulpa, Okla., March 28. 'Sapulpa and depressed with buyers in com- group to constitute corps.
made and the case came up in
Fomento Manuel Marroquin y Riin the Mesilla valley country were
office of the department of education awaits the word of the referee, "Let mand of the situation. Some fairly becomes the "Supreme Head of the Invera.
Torrance
county a charge of venue
and
much interest, is being manifested 'er go!" Everything is in readiness large sales are reported of territory surgent Army."
never better and that the farming
Army ranks
Communication and public works
was
and now the case is being
granted
throughout the territory in the rais- for this afternoon's fifteen round fight wool but fleeces are in light demand promise of a pension law are an- Norbelo Dominguez.
prospects for the present year are heard by
Judge McFie.
Mr.
be
desired.
could
ing of library funds. The Tucumcari between Carl Morris, the Oklahoma and there is no business In washed nounced. One of the objects is to inall
that
Viljoen
Finance Jose Yves Limantour.
Assisting District Attorney E. C.
schools have raised $300 for a library "Hope of the white race," and Mike clothing or staple fleeces.
Fine duce foreign countries to recognize
War and marine General Manuel returned south yesterday and Mr. Abbott in the prosecution Is Attorney
and purchased with that sum 850 vol- Schreck of Cincinnati. If Morris wins, staple" fleece territory is quoted at 58 the belligerency of the insurrectos.
Hand returned to Las Vegas.
Gonzales Cosio.
Colonel George W.
E. P. Davies.
umes which is said to be the best in his friends declare he will be the log- to 6. Scoured and fine mediums
General Bertholdt Executed.
Cannot Take Chihuahua.
Insurrectos
Prichard represents the defendants.
stance of this "library activity" in ical white man to meet Jack Johnson from 48 to 50. There is scarcely any
OF
CAPITAL
REMOVAL
Mexicali, Mex., March 28. Fugitive
from Chihuahua City toBe Tried Tomorrow.
the territory. The libraries are used for the championship. If he loses, he business In Texas or California wool. rebels from the fight at Alamo on Dispatches
KILLS DAILY NEWSPAPER.
day say that General Rabago, with '
to the absence of two of the
28. An
by the parents as well as the pupils will go back to his overalls, and his New Arizona is coming in slowly and March 22 reached Mexicali today with seven hundred
March
Owing
Okla.,
Guthrie,
troops, has reached nouncement was made last
and are a great benefit
in the case, the trial has
defendants
that
railroad engine. Yesterday's popula- is held locally at 1920 cents. There the startling information that Gen- the
night
city. The city is now well forti(
Examinations April
tion ofc, this town was 10,000. Today is no bidding here for wool on the eral Bertholdt, the American Socialthe Daily Capital, a morning news- been postponed until tomorrow. The
and
defended
federals.
3,500
fied,
by
The department of education now Is it is double that figure. Every train sheep's back. Pulled wool also is ist Insurrecto leader was wounded in
paper which has been published here case was to have come up last week
at work, preparing questions for the brought hundreds of fight followers. dull but the foreign product brings the lungs in that battle, taken prison- It is reported that a detachment soon since 1889. will suspend publication and was postponed but It seems cerenstarted north to And and
eighth grade examinations which will No Schreck money is in sight. Ten some inquiry.
with the issue of this morning. Frank tain that it will be tried tomorrow by
er and executed three days later at will be
Madero.
be held throughout the territory April to one is laid that Morris would win,
H. Greer, the publisher, has sold the Judge McFie.
Ensenada. Seven rebels in all were gage
28 and 29.
Stinging and Bloody Rebel Defeat
Then the school pupils five to one that he will win within TURKISH OFFICER MURDERED
and executed.
subscription list, contracts and goodcaptured
Off28.
March
will wrestle with problems and knit ten rounds, two to one that he will
Cananea, Mexico,
ON PARADE GROUNDS
will of the paper to Leslie G.
The New Cabinet.
Arrested for Theft Abundio Cruz
their brows eying
interrogation win In five rounds. The gate receipts
Mexico City, March 28. Coincident icial government reports tell of an
publisher of the Dally Leader. was arrested in El Paso and a charge
ofrebels
the
defeat
points, which are the "needles eye"! probably will exceed $25,000 of which
overwhelming
The suspension of the Capital leaves of theft from the person docketed
Constantinople, March 28. Colonel with the official announcement of the
Hermos-sillthat they must pass through to bud the fighters get forty per cent
Guthrie without a morning or a Re against him at the police station.
Von Schlichting,, one of the German Diaz cabinet came that of the ap near Urea, a few miles from
said
as
are
forth
high school pupils.
yesterday. The rebels
instructors of the Turkish army, was pointment of Manuel De Zacamacona
publican newspaper.
George Noble complained that the
BASEBALL SEASON OPENS
Regents of Agricultural College.
shot dead on the parade ground to Inclan as ambassador to the United to have lost 70 killed and more than
man had taken his watch and it reThe board of regents of the New
ON PACIFIC COAST. day by an Albanian soldier.
It was States, succeeding Francisco de la a hundred wounded. The federal loss NO ELECTION TODAY IN
the efforts of four policemen to
quired
Mexico Agricultural College will meet
SENATORIAL BALLOT put him in the patrol wagon and at
an act of .vengeance, the officer having Barra. At the same time the resig- i3 given as 16 dead and 20 wounded.
in special session either the latter
San Francisco, Calif., March 28.
28. There the police station he
The official dispatch says that 200
Denver, Colo., March
reprimanded the man for slackness. nation: of Miguel Macedo as
attempted to
The 1911 season of the Pacific Coast The assassin was immediately placed
of the department of the inte- rebels are now surrounded at Hacien was no election in today's senatorial break away and1 assault Noble. He
(Continued on Page Five.)
Baseball League opened today.
In chains.
ballot.
rior became known. In the cabinet, da, San Rafael.
did not. have the watch when arrested.

Adjutant General Brookes announced today the names of the three ofn-jicers who will represent New Mexico
at the maneuvers at San Diego, California. They will leave so as to arrive there not before April 3 and not
later than April 5. There may be
other officers selected to make the
trip, but this is not yet definitely
known as the war department bo far
has made provision for only three. The
appointment of these men is announcorders
ed in the following special
n

.

e

I

San Antonio,

Texas. March
28. Francisco
Madero,
Sr.,
father of the insurrecto loader,
declared on his arrival here today, that peao in Mexico is
.assured, probably within ten
days.

.
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TUEHDAY,
DOCTOR PRAI ES D. D. D.
Although an M. D., I acknowledge
to my patients and patron3 that your
remedy, D. D. D., reaches cases of Eczema and permanently cures them.
Dr. Tra T. Gabbert, Caldwell, Kan.
"My cure began from the first application of D. D. D. My skin is now
as smooth as a baby's. I wouldn't take
a thousand dollars for what D. D. D.
has done for me," writes August Santo, of Chillicothe, Ohio.
These are just samples of letters
we are receiving every day from
grateful patients all over the country.
"Worth its weight in gold," "All my
pimples washed away by D. D. V).," "I
found instant relief," "D. D. D. Is little short of miraculous." These are
the words of others in describing the
yreat skin remedr, D. D. D.
Proven by thousands of crres, for
ten years to be absolutely harmless
and reliable in every case of skin
trolble, no hatter what it is.
Instant
Get a trial bottle today!
relief only 23c.
Sold by Capital Pharmacy.

THE LITTLE STORE
mmmmmmmmMNtmMmxmmummimit--

We Have

Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.
MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
WE

No. 40.

Telephone

tut nmiv onium im
SMIL UttlU ilUUllu Uli S

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKET S
ALL

WITH

PURCHASES

CASH

The Thunder Storm.
(Felicia Hemans.)
Deep, fiery clouds o'ercast the sky
Deep silence reigns in air;
There is not e'en a breeze on high
The gossamer to bear.

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKES

FRESH PIES

EVERY DAY
"

ins by 32 ins 65c
LIBERAL DISCOUNT
DOZ. LOTS
IN
1- -2

noon; yet, nature's calm profound
Sleeps as at midnight deep,
But hark! what peal of awful sound
Breaks on creation's sleep?

Tis

gathered lightnings

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

436 CanonRoad

The woods are hushed,
The lake is dark and still,
Reflecting in its shadowy breast
Each form of rock and hill.

Pennants and Pillow Covers for schools,
Auto Pennants The thunder burst! its rolling might
colleges and homes.
Seems the firm hills to shake;
For sale in curio, dry goods, stationery
And in terrific splendor bright
Material and workmanship the best. Made in Santa Fe by
break.
The

and variety stores.

Phone eik

6619

Established 1856.

Death of Domingo
Gonzales Domingo Gonzales, ;i well known resident, died at Las Vegas. A son and
daughter survive.
Big Pay Roll at Obar. The pay
roll at the Gravel Pit last month was i Naphtha soaps can be used
over $400 and the real work hasn't successfully only in cold wabegun yet, the steam shovel being
ter. Sunny Monday laundry
still in use elsewhere Obar Progress.
.oap does its work, no matter
Change of Name A petition signed
.vhat
kind of water you use
to
by 300 names has been forwarded
the Post Office department at Washhard, soft, cold, luke-warington to change the name of Moriar hot or
boiling; it also softens
ty to Garden City, Torrance county.
hard
water.
blank
Check
Forgeries Twelve
checks were stolen from Glass and
will not shrink
Sunny
Fischer, sewer contractors at Albu-- I woolens orMonday
and will not fade
flannels,
al
have
of
these
querque, and two
colors
colored
in
It will
the
goods.
ready turned up in the Duke City
double the life of your clothes and is
with forged signatures.
most economical soap you can use.
Indicted for Using Mails to Defraud the
C. B. Riggin, a land promoter of
Obar, Quay county, has been arrested
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
James
by Deputy U. S. Marshal
CHICAGO
Arto
Fort Smith,
Smith, and taken
kansas, to answer an indictment for MANY DEEDS ARE
RECORDED TODAY.
using the mails to defraud by selling
lots in a townsite proposition.
Deputy Probate Clerk Sandoval Has
EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY
Seen a Rushing Business for
IS FURNISHING SEED.
This Season of Year.

The lime leaf waves not in the grove
The rose tree in the bower;
The birds have ceased their songs of
love,
Awed by the threatening hour.

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

12

municipality will purchase the existing water works. The election is certain to carry In favor of the acquisition of the works md bonds to the
amount of $10,000 will be issued for
immediate Improvements.

Yet fear not, shrink not, thou my child
Though by the bolt's descent
Were the tall cliffs in ruin piled,
And the wide forests rent.

&

SALT.

Retail

In the wide city's peopled towers
On the vast ocean's plains,
'Midst the deep woodland's loneliest
bowers,
Alike the Almighty reigns.

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

ALFALFA SEED
All Kinds of Flowers aod
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

tj

BLACK

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE'

en urDonu
nLnoun
btu

phone ak

Then fear not, though the angry Bky
A thousand darts should cast
Why should we tremble e'en to die
And be with Him at last?

phone ak

black til

EUGENjO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

ac,"-;r.:-

THOMAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

&

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

:-

CUT FLOWERS-ros- es.
CARNATIONS, NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS
SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS,
WEDDING

BOUQUETS,

::

HYACINTHS

TABLE DECORATIONS, FUNERAL

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Special Medicine for Kidney
Ailments.
Many elderly people have found In
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick relief and permanent benefit from kidney and bladder ailments and from

::

DESIGNS.
-

due

annoying urinary irregularities
to advancing years.
Isaac N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete cure In
my case and I want others to know of
it."
Capital .Pharmacy.

A.

.

SE-

I

MARCH

Zook

Pharmacy
Phone 213

choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.
India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity
A

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon
Voile

Batiste

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

FOR HALF

A

CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

I"

T I

CITY

Phone 39

-

a

ERE.WE

j

consideration $1.
There was a U. S. Patent to Bea- trice M. Donaldson for the N. W.
Sec 35 T 10 N R. 8 B. Also a deed
wimam A WiitSe to Pierre
Sec 3 T N
WaWop fQr the N w
R g E consisting of 159 and
4

ii.from
j

7

acrg '
j
j

&

f y(JU wgnt anythlng on
New Mexican Want A(3L

enrmtrj

$100 REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease, requires

a constitutional treatment.
Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and muPalace.
cous surfaces of the system', thereby
Frank destroying the foundation of ths disTodd,
Denver;
Carolyn
Dopgherty, Kansas City; H. C. Cun- ease, and giving the patient strength
diff Chicago; William A. Lamb, Den- by building up the constitution and
ver; Charles A. Carruth, Antonito; assisting na ure in doing its work.
Mary T. Bryan, Pajarito Ranch; J. A. The proprietors have so much faith in
Eaton, La3 Vegas; O. S. Bodenhaus- its curative powers that they offer
en, u. A. tsonennausen, oi. jobcjju, One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
Mo.
testimonials.
Montezuma.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
W. S. Gardner, St. Louis; R. G. Address:
Cobbett, Tesuque; Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Phillips, Truchas; Mr. and Mrs. G.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
C. Travis, Estancia; F. L. Edminster,
Alamosa; R. C. Rankin, Las Vegas;
Mrs. William C. Filkins, Grand Rap-

Hotel Arrivals.

ids, Mich.; J. M. Brower, San Diego.
Calif.; Mill Landon, Buffalo; A. H,
Crawford. Denver; George Sherrod,
Salt Lake; D. B. Baca, Quemado;
G. T. Casper, City.
Coronado.
Mrs. L. Hotchkiss, City; R. C. WilGeorge
son, Fort Worth, Texas;
Cuervo, Fort Sumner; A. A. Sena,
Las Vegas; Julius Meyer, Estancia;
Arthur Bradberg, St. Paul; Daniel
Wefing, Pittsburg; V. S. Carnot, City.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATI V E BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists lefund money If It alls to cure E
W.GKOVE'S signature 1b on each box 25.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
North South
Bounds Trains.

Meets Both

Leaves Barranca on the
Che north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

arrival of
arrive at

YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
Wood-Davi-

$5.00

We Have Built Up

Hardware Co.

s

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

Phone 14.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Ccal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD,
75S2f.
85
Telephone
Telephone 85

25121

any other
and good

Emiy Btugez
icuts Malca Fu
ThingCoxn.forta.ble,

FARE SST

...

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
FOR C A I p

Impoved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
aTTdRancks; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain."

JfiLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

e

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.

Death From German Measles The
infant child of Francisco Garza, aged
two years, died at the home of his
addition at
parents in Chihuahua
Roswell after an illness with the German measles.
of
Death
Septuagenarian A. J.
Winkel, aged 78 years, died at Ros
well of old age and general debility.
He had long been a resident of Ros
well and the Pecos Valley, having
moved there from Dexter some time
ie leaves a wite and large
ago.
family of grown children.
Class of Three Confirmed The
Right Reverend J. Mills Kendrick
bishop of the Episcopal missionary
diocese of N"tv Mexico, Sunday morn!
eitii the apostolic rite of
ing
cc :if !;;.; tic;; at the St. Paul's Mem
orial Episcopal church at Las Vegas
to three persons.
The bishop was
assisted by Rev. J. S. Moore, rector
of the parish. Special music was
furnished by the choir and this added
to the impressiveness of the services,
an elo
Bishop Kendrick preached
quent sermon.
Increasing Water Supply "Water
to a depth of twenty-fivfeet now
fills the huge reservoir of the Agua
Pura Company, recently completed in
the Peterson canyon. The task of
filling the storage reservoir is proceeding very rapidly. At the same
time there is no diminishment in the
water supply for the city and town of
Las Vegas. Seventy men are now at
work building a new canal up tha
canyon for the water company, which
will further improve the already extensive water system." Las Vegas
Optic.
Blew Off Tip of His Nose While
Louis Monsimer
was smoking his
pipe at his home at Las Vegas, a
cartridge which had been hidden in
the tobacco exploded and blew off the
tip of Monsimer's nose.
Fire at Las Vegas On Sunday, fire
did $9,500 worth of damage to the
general store of J. Y. Lujan at Las
Vegas. The stock was an entire loss
and the building is badly damaged.
City Will Purchase Water Works
On April 29, Tucumcari will hold a
special election to decide whether tha

of

ft
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FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
Neutralize and remove the poisons
that cause backache, rheumatism,
nervousness and all kidney and bladThey build up
Know, hadst thou eagle pinions free der irregularities.
To track the realms of air,
and restore the natural action of
Thou canst not reach a spot where He these vital organs. Capital Pharmacy.
Would not be with thee there!

POTATOES and

Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

sent the most complete assortment

Tlio-no-

desired.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

White Goods For Spring

j

Doth not thy God behold thee still,
With
eye?
Doth not his power all nature fill,
Around, beneath, on high?

Wholesale

Bros. Co.

A

County.

The Eastern Railway of New Mex
ico is coming to the relief of the
farmers linflpr the irrigation Project
at Portales, in furnishing alfalfa, oats,
wheat, beans and other seeds to the
farmers for this year's planting. It
seems that, the farmers having been
a very heavy expense in installing
the pumping system for irrigation,
found themselves unable to purchase
the required amount of seed necessary to put their land in proper cultivation and the Railroad company
has purchased about $6,000 worth of
seed and is having the same distributed to the farmers through the Portales Irrigation Company at actual
cosi, lawns us im,
after the crops of this year have ma-tured. The company will, in addition
its
to this, station .1. D. Tinsley,
farming expert, at. Portales for the
greater part of this season to render
such assistance to the farmers as is

rushing business has been done
in the probate clerk's office in the way
o! deed recording during the past 24
hours. First of all there was the city
deed from Santa Fe to Lucia Lacas- sagne for land east of Fort Marcy;
consideration $1. Then there was the
rleorl frnm Harlnc
and Tjnfo tn
pedro Brittain and wife for a lot 150
square in precinct No. 3 for ?1,
'
anQ- other valuable
consider ations.
deed was recorded fro mJulian Lor-a-t
enzo Mortinez to Julian Padilla for
three quarters of a section of land,
consideration $150,and another deed
from Thomas Hayde nand wife to
George M. Neel et al, lots 10, 11, 12,
13 nad 14 in the Duransco addition;

28, 1911.

Incorporated 1903

ielipan

m,

Santa Fe Management is Helping
Farmers Under Portales Irrigation Project in Roosevelt

MARCH

R

is here. Whether it be a runabout,
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
make your drive a pleasure.

In large quantities and have crer?
modern facility for furnishing the
OUR LIVERY STABLE
very best rough or dressed
s
caters to those who want a
Lumber
outfit. All of our horses are
of every description.
We are thus
live ones, and sleek in appearance.
enabled to make the very best prices
We will fill your order promptly,
for Lumber of such high grade.
and at a moderate price.
We will be pleased to figure on your satisfactorily

Fine Rigs, Reliable H ses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Merses.

first-clas-

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

WINDS

B. P. WILLIAMS
Succesor to
WILLIAMS & RISINQ

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

THE RIG YOU WANT
WE HANDLE LUMBER

103

M. JONES.

C&L 'Phone

9

Wtath

to

Reef

f InytMn?

hi
liVEKY USE.
Drivers Furaisted.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Caspar Ave

1

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zooks Pharmacy
Phone 21 3

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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RESULTS THAT REMAIN
Are Appreciated

by Santa F

People.

che and kidney complaint have tried
one remedy after another, finding only
temporary benefit. This is discouraging, but there is one special kidney
medicine that cures permanently and
there is plenty ol proof right here in

IHEWMEXICD POLITICS

PAGE THREE

M.

ID POLlis

Union now. There is nothing to
howl about. The Range suggests sending a determined delegation to Washington to take statehood away from
the extra session the minute it convenes. The Range by this time should
have some idea of the cordiality ot
the welcome extended by congress to
"boosters" who go to log for statehood. It doesn't strain the memory
to recall the wild enthusiasm among
congressmen caused by the plan to
send a statehood special to the capital. It was actually threatened that
any such action would be promptly rebuked by turning down the whole
statehood matter. The Range says.
"The proper attitude for New
Mexicans is to fight aggressively every hour and die fighting if necessary. Weakness at home is the worst
thing that could happen, and the ice
water douches of the past few days
would turn the stomachs of all real
live New Mexican hustlers but not
rhill their fighting blood."
The thing for New Mexicans to do
it to sit tight and hold the fort. The
recent flood of protest that instantly
greeted the charges made against us
before the territories' committee, does
not indicate that New Mexico is negligent of the situation. New Mexico
will gain nothing by making a fool
of herself. As to "ice water douches,"
if any one has taken such a bath,
aside from the Raton paper, we have
not heard of it. Albuquerque Journal.

Arizona Has Its Troubles,
Tnre is a popular notion that the
Santa Fe.
.
miiitrv" should Tint be oermitted to
Here is the testimony of one wno mix in
politics in tins country. Ari-an- d
used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
now states that the cure was last-- ! zona has an adjutant general who
holds office by grace of the governor,
lng.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St., and whQ Jg Jug(. nQW
himself
i
i

j

making
'give cuite prominent in boosting the game
who In
" r
re- - ol a proiessionai punucmu
Tma Tha snlendid
r
UVAU B XViix" W
by
infamous
himself
is
turn
making
sevuse
their
suits I obtained from
attacks upon the
eral years ago has been permanent daily and lying
administraand for that reason, my confidence in governor (the governor's
some ofwithdrew
some
time
ago
tion
a
from
I
suffered
increased.
them has
aforesaid
the
from
ficial
advertising
of
my
dull, heavy ache in the small
People posback and was subject to headaches politician's newspaper).
of
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired, sessed of the ordinary conceptions
that
think
to
are
likely
taste
in
poor
wa3
good
had no ambition and
would prefer to
health when I procured Doan's Kidney the adjutant general
before joining
Pills. It did not take them long to resign his commission
cure me and from that day to this, the little coterie of the governor's
Arizona Republican.
I have been free from kidney com- enemies
plaint. I willingly confirm the public
Cheer Up.
statement I gave in January, 1907, tellKid
Doan's
with
Raton
Range which has eviThe
ing of my experience
dently been feeling its oats too much
ney Pills.'
For sale by all dealers. Price BO of lati is uncomfortable and restless
Co., Buffalo, because the people of New Mexico ao
cents.
the United not assume a permanently inverted
for
sole
New York,
agents
position and kick their heels wildly
States.
pom'pmhpr thn name Doan's and jn the air because they didn't get
statehood finally at the recent session
take no other.
of congress. If the Range will cease
its antics, calm down and quit seeing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
visions of cold feet, we believe that
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
In
For- New Mexico will get in safely.
(Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos
New Mexico is practically in the
fact
est).
0f the Interior,
DenartmoT.tes Land Office,
are to be found in relatively limited
GOVERNMENT BUYING
lepublication)
or
LAND FOR FORESTS. areas, which are scattered more
N. M., March 15, 1911.
less widely. By careful selection it
folthe
that
ereby given
much can be done for
nlnlmant has filed no- - First Steps Taken to Establish Ap is believed that
of the
the
improvement
Mountain
permanent
ind
White
palachian
intention to make final
watersheds with the purchase of a
National Reserves.
)ort of his claim under
relatively small part of the land.
d 17 of the act of March
deA blank form for the offer of land
The
28.
March
amended
8541.
as
Washington,
:tats
the circular. Additional
announces,
accompanies
of
agriculture
Fphruarv 21. 1S93 (27 partmejit
copies of this blank form may be had
nd that said proof will through a circular which is just
and Receiv- - inz from the press, that it is ready by writing the forest service at Wash
hoc,
The kinds of land which will
tne
er at U S. land office, Santa Fe, N. to hsgin operations looking to For- - ington.
be
considered
for purchase, if they
National
the
land
of
by
s
m nn iwav
1911. viz: Nicario Quin- purchase
Commission created lie within the designated areas, are
tana, of Row'e, N. M., for the claim st Reservation law.
set forth by the cirtular as follows:
Sec. 28, v.r.der the Weeks
SW
141S, being the W
Timbered lands may be bought eith
cm
This law was passed with special
xra 1.1 anri tha M
sis
er
with the timber standing on them
national
of
creation
to
the
M.
M.
N.
reference
P.
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
or with reservation by the owner of
He names the following witnesses forests in the Appalachian and White
Under it tne secretary 01 the right to cut the timber under cer
to prove his actual continuous adverse mountains.
and tain rules to provide for perpetuation
iinKRpRsinn nf said tract for twenty aftrlculture is to examine, locate,
for of the forest. These rules will form
commission
to
the
d
...
.v..
JCdlB UCAl
ICtiCUmg LliV
of the agreement for the pur
thP tnwnshin viz:
purchase such lands as in his judg- a part
of the land. Since, however,
Vicente Quintana, Antonio Roybal, ment may De necessary ior iegiuaims chase
The the government cannot pay high
c DMr.v v at cionfoa fiamiiL ihs finw nf navieable streams.
now
prices, it is not regarded as probable
is
which
M.
printed
being
N.
circular
of
both
Cavetano Garcia,
Rowe,
nv noronn whn riPsirpB t.n nrotest is intended to give information to that much land beating a heavy
kinds stand of merchantable timber can be
against the allowance of said proof, the public as to where and whatof land
lands
bought. Culled and
land are wanted. Owners
or who knows of any substantial rea-o-f
son under the laws and regulations of the purchase of which will be consid- may be bought, as well as land covwith brush which is useful for
ered
are
expected
d
ere
such
the
government
by
the Interior Department why
land
nrnnf Rhmild .not be allowed will be on the basis of this information to watersnea protection, burned
and abandoned farm land, whether
given an opportunity at the above- make known to the forest service, cleared or
partially or wholly covered
which will conduct the work for the
mentioned time and place to cross-exumuer
growm. uooa agn
desire
their
claimof
said
of
juui.s
witnesses
agriculture,
amine the
department
!,nt and. to offer evidence in rebuttal t sell. Conies of the circulars may cultural lands will not be considered
of that submitted by claimant.
jba obtained by applying to the for-- , Owners may reserve the right to remove vaiuanie mineral deposits wnicn
Register. sat oorviVo
i
The law is not restricted to particu- - are known to exist.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lar regions, except that lands may be' Proposals will be received for small
as well as for large tracts, although
bought only in the states whose leg-- j
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
examined only
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Burroughs Adding Machine Company
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sealeveL sunshine every day,
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard easters colleges
Tea buildings, thoroughly
furnished
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS---

E

A. CAH00N President
W, (L HAMILTON,
J. F. wiiilc, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. UNLAY.

For particulars and illustrated cata
logue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON.
Superintendent
'

son county.
In West Virginia, parts of Pendle
ton, Hardy, Randolph, and Pocahon
tas counties.
In Tennessee, parts of northeastern
Johnson county, Cocke, Sevier, Blount,
and Monroe counties.
In North Carolina, parts of Wilkes,
Caldwell, Wautauga, Buncombe, Yan
cey, McDowell, southwestern Mitchell,
Haywood, Swain, Jackson, Henderson, Transylvania, Macon, Clay, Cherokee, and Graham counties.
In South Carolina, a part of Oconee
county.
In Georgia, parts of Rabun, Haber
sham and White counties.

Warning to Railroad Men
Look out for severe and even
kidney and bladder trouble
resulting from years of railroading.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third street. Fort
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
'Twenty years or railroading left my
kidneys in terrible condition. There
was a continual pain across my bacfc
and hips and my kidneys gave me
much distress, and the action of my
bladder was frequent and most pain
dan-gero-

M., who, on
March 11, 1904, made homestead en
try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No 7S43- SW
Sec. 27, SE
03717, for N
section
SE
NE
and NE
28, township 17 N., range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
Department of the Interior.
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. on the 6th day of May 1911.
March 17, 1911,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Luclan
, Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera,

I got a supply of Foley Kidney
Pills and the first bottle made a won
derful Improvement and four bottles
Since being
cured me completely.
Foley
cured I have recommended
Kidney Pills to maD of my railroad
friends."
Capital Pharmacy.

ful.

ita Ribera of Pecos, N.

Pablo Gonzales, Toribio Gonzales, Enrique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R, OTERO,
.

2

4

4

4

"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
cough remedy 1 ever used, as It quickly stopped a severe cough that bad
long troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
Princetin, Nebr. J'ist bo quickly and
'eB of coughs,
surely it acts in i.
g trouble.
colds, la grippe and
Refuse substitutes.
Capital Phar- macy.
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ALL TO THE BAD.
The Hopi chief who yesterday petitioned Eresident Taft that his people
be left alone did not ask anything
that is unfair, unreasonable, or even
unwise.
If the Pueblos had been left
alone by the government the past few
decades,
they would now be
citizens of New Mexico, meet
ing and competing with the white
man on his own terms.
Instead, they
have been coddled and hedged about
until they have reached a stage of
senile imbecility from which the only
Had the
escape is extermination.
government permitted the Pueblo to
do with his land3 and property as he
pleased, possibly 50,000 to 100,000
more acres would be in cultivation
in New Mexico today and several
million dollars would have been added to the tax roll of the commonwealth. Instead of being.doomed to
scratch the soil with a plank and to
dance a heathenish dance when the
moon is right, the Pueblo young men
would be in trades, in commerce, in
politics, would be scattered over the
face of the Southwest as useful citizens.
There is much good to be
said for the altruism that would educate the Indian at government expense, would forbid him to sell his
lands and restrain him from entering
the race for success, as it is understood among white men, but it Is a
narrow policy viewed from the larger
and more humane standpoint of an
entire people. It is akin to the error
of the doting mother who keeps her
son tied to her apron strings after;
he has reached manhood for fear he
might bump his nose while striving
for honors with other sons of men.
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

The Manhattan Life Insurance Co., New York

. . $150,000
Capital Stock
and
Undivided Profit Surplus
80.000

"Its policies are the last word in Life Insurance"
Ask about the latest policy with disability benefits.
SMUDGING IN THE
HAGERMAN ORCHARDS.

President,

hughes,

28,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.

COMPANY

E

J. palen,

L. A.

MARCH

Transacts a general banking bustaess In all Its branches.
the most favorable terms on aU kinds of

Loans money on
PROFESSIONAL

personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells domes-ti- c
and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as
are given by any money traasmiting
agency public or private
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four
per cent
per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound
banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is
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THE BISMARCK OF MEXICO.
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There is an old proverb about bed for a week or more. Soon after
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The Society is doing a great
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"Wishing you a continued success,
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was done. The American
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W. E. GRIFFIN,
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Bonding Company; it costs
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WASH DRESSES
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Mrs. Jack Gardner, arrived today from
1UBIUI1 illiU I
til OIUI1BUU
l" f.U
PERSONAL MENTION.
M. Cutting at his home here.
Mr.
Gardner is professor of Greek at
NEW DESIGNS IN STAMPED LINENS
Groton, Mass., and Rave the beautiful
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena of chapel to that well known school. He
Las Vegas, is here on business.
will spend a few days here sightsee- Such as CENTER PIECES, Etc.
Miss Carolyn Todd of Denver, is a ing and then go to thu coast.
An Excellent Assortment and all
sightseer at the Palace hotel.
the Materials for Working.
Attorney Ralph Easley made a busi- THREE OFFICERS ARE SELECTED
FOR
ness trip to Moriarty on Saturday.
HEADQUARTERS
See Our
For the Baby, The Little Girl,
in
Hon. Charles A. Spiess was
Continued from Page One.
Window
from
Las
Fe
Santa
Vegas.
yesterday
Liveryman Theodore C'orrick is able part of this week or the first of the
The Sweet Miss and Small Brother
to be about again after long illness. next at Mesilla Park in order to wind
W. S. Gardner is a St. Louis sales- - up the business for the ensuing year ed teams, scrapers and men to assist
man registered at the Montezuma ho- - and go over the appropriations.
At in the work being done, and a large
tel.
this meeting plans and specifications number of them have also helped with
Mrs. Nora Brumbach has returned are to be submitted for a modern gym-t- liberal donations.
Estancia after spending a few days nasium, something which the college
Vandalism in National Parks.
in Santa Fe.
NEWEST & DAINTIEST
has needed for many years. W.
Editor New Mexican, Santa Fe, X. M. Babies' Bonnets in Lawn & Straw-T- he
Mrs. William C. Filkins, a tourist Sutherland and Hiram Hadley. repre-i- s
Dear Sir:
from Grand Rapids, Mich.,
at thejsenting the" regents, and Dr. V. E.
In the issue of the "Santa Fe New
Up
Montezuma hotel.
Garrison, president of the college, Mexican" of date March 25, 1911, the
R. C. Rankin, assistant territorial have been appointed a committee with
following editorial is noted:
Children's & Mioses' Hats in the New Sea Weed & Straws
traveling auditor of Las Vegas, is in power to act in the matter of a water
"The vandals who are dynamiting
in
the city on business.
the basement of the
.garden to be built
STYLES DECIDEDLY CHIC
Arilarge etrified tree trunks in
George Klander and C. L. Harding, the old main uiiiiuiui. .iiit.u was until zona are kin to the looters who have
both of Henderson, Ky., are health-jelast fall. The cornerstone of the been
despoiling many of the historic
to
seekers at the Sanitarium.
building has been left in position to and
monuments in New
prehistoric
first
the
the
of
and for many
site
Miss Etta Moore, who is a student mark
Mexico. The pity is that law makers
Ribbons & Flowers Galore at low Prices for Trimming.
at Colorado College, Colorado Springs, years the onJy building of the insti- have not
yet devised a punishment
tution since it was removed from Las
is home on a week's vacation.
to fit the crime."
J. Eaton, the well known meat sales Cruces. Dr. John R. Macarthur, who
Your attention 's directed to the
.
was
at
for
head
several
of
the
man of Ias Vegas, is calling on the
jrears
m
and Chambray Dresses Cheaper & Prettier
the department of English in the col- provisions of Chapter 30Ci entitled
trade. He is at the Palace.
Garments--AL- L
Made
Home
PRICES
Than
the preservation of
O. S. Bodenhausen and G. A. C. Bod- - lege, will again be with the institu- "An Act for
American
to
June
been
the
tion,
having
approved
appointed
antiquities"
enhausen, clothing salpsmen from St.
in Lineneall Colors
chair of English and also made dean 8, 190(5, (34 Stat. 225) which provides Misses Sailor Dresses
Joseph, Mo., are at the Palace.
of
for
institution.
the
boys
for a fine of Five Hundred Dollars or
Mr. and Mrs. Clem Hanlon who
If There Should Be War!
Ninety days in jail, or both in the
spent Saturday and Sunday in Santa
Fe, returned yesterday to Estancia.
They Will Make a HIT This Season
General B. J. Viljoen of Las Mesa, discretion of the Court, for appropriaFortunata, Madril of Santa Cruz. Dona Ana county, has offered his ser- tion, excavation, injuring, or destroynorthern Santa Fe county, is in Santa vices to Governor Mills to serve with ing any object of antiquity situate Childrens' Spring Coats in Pongees & Shepherd's Plaids Necessary
Fe, serving as bailiff in the district the New Mexico troops in case of war upon the public lands.
and Always Dressy.
court.
There being no salaried custodians
with any other power, stating in his
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Xolan who have offer to the governor that it would of the National Monuments in New
been visiting J. R. Fames on his farm not be a
duty but an honor for him Mexico,- all bucIi are placed within
on the Arroyo Hondo, have left for to serve his
Just the Thing for the Little
adopted country. Gover- the jurisdiction of this office, except Boys Suits In Gingham & Linen
their home at Chicago.
nor Mills informed the general that those located in National Forests, and
Comfort.
Fellows
R. L. Cooper,
the hydrographer, should
the president order out the I shall be pleased to receive any evihas gone to Cowles on the Pecos rivTerritorial
troops at any time he dence or information you may have
er to measure streams. He is expectwould be glad to assign him to the an to vandalism being made. I shall
SILK HOSE
OF MISSES 4 CHILDRENS'
A
JUST RECEIVED
ed back in a week or two.
with all citiline as his knowledge and ex- be glad to
Miss Dorliska Crandall is spending service
Nazens for the protection of these
a week s vacation with her parents, perience would be an acquisition to
tional Monuments.
THE
THE MASTER
the troops.
and
Clinton
Mrs.
J.
Superintendent
&
N.
"Very respectfully,
Good Roads Work In Las Cruces.
PRICE MAKER
CLOTHES BUILDER
Crandall of the U. S. Indian Industrial
"LEROY O. MOORE.
School.
Next Monday a force of 3f0 men
"Chief
of Field Division."
"A. Staab, the Santa Fe capitalist, will be started to work on the imarrived in Las Vegas"yesterday and provement of the Pasco, the branch ot
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS, YEAR
MIGHT BE DEAD TODAY.
will spend a short time here visiting El Camino Real between Las Cruces
Garden City, Kas. In a letter from
and the New Mexico Agricultural
his daughter, Mrs. Max Nordhaus."
Mrs. James Hamner, of this city, she
Las Vegas Optic.
AND
College. The Las Cruces Railroad
Sheriff Julius Meyer of Torrance Company has been asked to allow its says, "I firmly believe that I would
not be alive today, if it were not for
county, is here from Estancia at- tracks to be moved from the center of
Cardui. I .had been a sufferer from
tending court. He will probably be this road to one side in order that
Also for your
I In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
a witness in the famous Torres case the highway can be graded up into womanly troubles all my life, until
we
have
feel
I
found
and
that
that
Gowns,
Waists
great remedy.
which is being heard before Judge a wide roadway. Active work on the
Camino Real will be rushed as' rapidly I can't praise it too highly." Are you
McFie.
MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
LINENS,
Stewart Van Vliet has gone to as possible during the balance of this a woman, suffering from some of the
EVERYTHING
Buckman to do some work for the month and all of April, as laborers troubles, to which a woman is pecuDesire. See Our Stock.
Car-!
Could
Possible
liable?
You
not
If
so,
why
try
Santa Barbara Tie and Pole Com- will be hard to find after hay cutting liarly
the woman's tonic? You can rely;
dui,
starts
in
of
the
Most
in
with
May.
Thomas Drake,
pany
company
early part
It is purely vegetable,
a college chum and member of the of the farmers and land owners in on Cardui.
same college fraternity, who holds an that section of tha valley have donat- - perfectly harmless, and acts gently
but surely, without bad
important position with that company.
Twill help you. Ask your druggist.
M.
Kendrick
El
of
Bishop J.
Paso,
of the diocese of New Mexico of the
Protestant Episcopal church, is in
Santa Fe and will hold confirmation
services at the Church of the Holy
Faith today. From here he goes to
I
Belen, Valencia county, to hold confirmation.
He is a guest of Governor
i
First Appearance Here
and Mrs. Mills at the executive mansion. V.
.
"Sergeanfc John W. Collier and J. A.
The Greatest Emotional
We
only!
Street of the New Mexico mounted
police returned to New Mexico SunActress
ac-- !
day. They were In El Paso in connection with the reported theft of horses
j
which were seized several days ago by
El 'Paso deputy
sheriffs." El Paso
(Liebler & Co., Managers)
and experience. In
j
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Won't be Fooled Even on April 1,
If You Buy Your Furniture From-- FURNITURE
EXPERT EMBALMERS

COMPANY.

REAL ESTATE

Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernabo and Mrs. Y.
Bouquet of Paris, France, who are
making a tour of the world, and B.

In every city and village in New Mexico agents to represent
the NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY. If you care to represent one of the best lines of HEALTH and ACCIDENT IN-

A, Ballou

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
&

Insurance Agency.
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Shoe Specialist.

ASSURED
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Saddle Horses

eling auditor and bank examiner, re
turned Saturday night from a tirp to
Springer and other northeastern New
Mexico towns and left this afternoon
for Santa Fe. Mr. Rankin reported
that conditions in Colfax and Union
counties are especially reassuring and
that prospects for a banner season-wernever better. Farmers are plowing and will put In large crops. Live
stock is also in good shape." Las;

Mackeral
5

patient.
JUST OPENING UP A NEW SHIPMENT OPJ
If we haven't got what you
GOODS
LADIES HAND BAGSSTRICTLY
want we'll get it for
A
IN GENUINE LEATHER-TNEWEST
HAT
PINS
NEW LINE OF ATTRACTIVE
you with as little delay
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San Francisco St.

JewIer.

DRUGGISTS"

West Side Plaza.

Phone Red
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161.

SMOKED
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HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

A New Lot of Small

AND

TIC

FISH IN TINS,

WHITE

SMOKED

,

CHEESE
IMPORTED

City Eggs 30c a Doz.

H. S.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, N. Y., March 2S. Call
2
per cent; prime
money 2
per cent;
mercantile paper.
Mexican dollars 45; Amalgamated 64;
Great
BUgar 119; Atchison 110
New
Northern, preferred 127
Southern PacifYork Central 103
Union Pacific 178; steel
ic 118
4

The Best Food Stuffc for the Best Eaters.
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CO.
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DARK

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
'Chicago, 111., March 28. Wheat-M- ay
S7
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79

quiet $4.454.50;standard- - copper
quiet; spot and May $11.7011.85;
Silver 52

110
York. N. Y., March

preferred

28.
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May 30
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Santa Fe Water and Light Company

87

July 49

Oats
July
Pork May 15.70; July 15.40.
Lard May 8.55; July 8.521-2- .
Ribs May S.9092
July 8.471-If you want anything on earth try
Lead, a New Mexican Want Ad.
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44

New

SERVICE
WIRE

MARKET REPORT

BRICK,
ROQUEFORT
SWISS,
NEW YORK CREAM.
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Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

FISH.

IMPORTED.

Extra Fancy

Gray Navajos here this Week. Be
Sure to see them before they all go.

.
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Electric Irons That Stay Hot

309 San Francisco St.

12c 15c 20c & 30c

PIKE COD FISH,

.
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P. P. LACASSAGNE.

For the Remaining Days of Lent

is said.
K
Former Governor Herbert J. Hager- - j
man, arrived here last night and is y,
the guest of Levi A. Hughes at his!
home on Washington
avenue.
Mr.
Hagerman will leave tomorrow for his
home in Roswell.
William Emory Gardner, nephew of

bNTS

j

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS

,
Vegas Optic.
P. A. Bridge, the capitalist financing the Arroyo Hondo project, A. H.
Thorpe and N. V. S. Mallory, of Madir
son, Wis., have returned home after
several days visit here. Mr.' Mallory
is in poor health and will retire from
the company as secretary and take a
long vacation in northwest Canada, it
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In the World

and Mary B. Ballou, Providence, Rhode Island, were tourists
By
who passed Lainy yesterday on their
HENRY BERNSTEIN
way to the Grand Canon and missed
a great treat by not making Santa Fe
Author of "The Thief"t
whiia they had the opportunity.
A.
E.
Hon.
iMiera, speaker of the
Adapted by Louis N. Parker
House of Representatives of the LegAdapter of "Chantecler"
islative Assembly and one of the
STAGED BY BEN GREET
leading members of the constitutional x
X
convention, is in Santa Fe today on
Seats on sale at Fischers
business matters. He reports that
range prospects are fine in Sandoval
Drug Store.
county and that he and other stock
. .
Ait
nam t
n
iTiartn
ai
p. m.
owners look forward to a very pros uiuuuuy
PRICES
perous year.
1.00, 1.50 & $2.00
Major R. C. Rankin, assistant trav
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JOonnecta i Oolfax with K. P. & S. W". Ry, train both North' and"Soutb.3
SStage for Van Houten V. M, meets trains at Preston N.iM."
Staste leaves Ute Park, N, M., for Kllzaliethtown, N. M..'at 9;00 ,. m, dally except
utidsys, Fare ii uo one wav $3.50 round trip: fifty pound bagifae carried free.
C. & 3. train loaves Ues Moines. N, M-- . for the south at H;ll p. in. arrives from the
oi'th at 4;38 a. m.
G. DEDMAN,

C.

J. VAN HOUTEN,

si
MrtMrjAmundjoR

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent.

Mri&M.Schorrm
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To
Douglas
PAfM
iUilI Cnf n Cp
rC at!dElaHPaso, Bisbee,
in New Mex-

pallia

pojnts
Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
ico,

J0jkm
dmpgjggijp

THE

BEST

Np'

"Mv baby has tali on tlire rrizos as the
healthiest and prettiest."
irs. A. I. Anderson, 819 Highland Ave., Indianapolis, Iud.
"I am tho inuther of a twelve pound boy
ami lie is strong and heallhv." Mvb. Mary
Anmnds.!i, li.F.I. Ko.1, lioxCO. Cadott, Wis.
"My b::!.y is strong nd liealthv and 1 am
vdl."-M- r:.
1?. M. Sehorn,
WooUbridgo
Street, St, i'aul, Minn.
aro a hrmtw
'Since mv baby curie
fimilv "Mrs. isr.nj. If. Statutory. K. Ko. 6,
m x io, u ijor naiMiuruv, jiu'.
'My health lias been restored and I now
have a hb babv bov." lira. Anna Anderson,
box 10, IJl.K'k buck, Minn,
Am now a well woman and bnvnthe dear-e- ft
babv boy." Airs. Frank Harnhaui, K. R.
jso. 1, llohitein, Nebraska.
lil have a big, fat, healthy hov," Mrs. A.
A. lS.ilenger, K. F. 1). No. 1, Baltimore, Ohio.
l navu one or tiie lines t Dany girmyou ever
' Paw." Mrs. C. E. tioodwin, 91o S.
Vila. Street,
Yv'ilminffton, N. C.
'Ve are at I.;st blessed with a ewoet littlo
baby girl." Mrs. G. A. Laperouse, Montegut,
La.
'I have a lovrly baby boy and you can tell
is a 'Pink ham' lluby." Mrs.
everyone that he
Louis Fischer, 3- - Munroe St.,Carlstadt, N. J.
"i navo tureo ei.miren ami tooK your compound each time." Mr;!. John Howard, Wilmington, Vermont,
"My husband is the happier t man alive
Mrs. Clara larbrake, 17 Marieinoni
St., iiuffalo, X. Y.
"I have a uno strong baby daughter now."
-- Mr?. A. A.
Route 44.
"Our firf-.- babv isstront: and healthy and
we attribute tins result to tho timely u&e
of your Compound." Mrs. Pred Yohami,
Aurora, Oregon.
'lowo my lifo and my baby's pood health
to your Compound." Mrs. W. O. Spencer, 11.
F. 1)., No. 2, Troy, Alabama.
"Now 1 have a nice baby girl, the joy of our
home." Mrs. Insylva Cote, 117 Southgate
St., Worcester Ma.s.
"Am the mother of a twelve pound baby
boy who is the picture of health." Mrs.
Flora Ahr, 1974 State Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
"vo have one ot the tinest Dany Doys.
Mrs. A. C. JJaVault, Elmo, Mo.
"1 owe the health of myself and three
children to Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound." Mrs. Alfred L. Gale, Box 80,

If:

a, MrsCEGoodwin

J

Si
Mrs.

'Your
has brought happiness to
our home." Mi'H. Joe Grantham, 8'J5 W.
VandeveerSt., Taylorville, 111.
"Now my home is made happy by a big
baby hoy." Mr. Mary Sedloek, Box 1273,
i'segaunee,
ncuigan.

.

oham

For further information, address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
advice is free, always helpful and strictly confidential.

For rates and full information address

Her

AND ATTRACTIONS
plained a banker. 'We do not take a
OF NEW MEXICO. back seat for anybody or any state.
We are conquering the desert and
Charles Moreau Harger of The Out- transforming the valleys into garlook Describes Them in March
dens.'
Issue of the Earth.
.Irrigation's Progress.
"Just how far this has gone is dis"New Mexico,
Future Great
Slate," is the subject of a lengthy closed by the figures of irrigation. Aland lavishly illustrated article in the ready 500,000 acres are under ditch,
March number of "The Earth," writ-ta- and 3,000,000 acrts more are irriga
by Charles Moreau Harger of the ble with the mere expenditure of
Outlook who was in Santa Fe during money. The men who are doing this
the Constitutional Convention.
The are from all pans of the nation, but
article is illustrated with
views of late they come mostly from iowa,
around Santa Pe, in the Mesilla val- Illinois, Kansas and Oklahoma. They
ley and elsewhere, and gives a splen- find in the new state, climate and
did general idea of the fast crystal-izinfacilities that satisfy
possibilities of the new state. their dreams of agricultural success.
There are pictures of the buildings
"The development of the country is
of the University of New Mexico at noted on every hand. To be sure, not
Albuquerque and a typical glimpse in- every acre is tillable. Some is far
to one of the famous orchards of the from water, some is mountainous. But
Pecos valley.
out in the broad valleys, where irriThe San Joaquin valley of Califor- gation systems have been put in opnia is featured in this number, but eration, there is ample evidence of
there are, as usual, many items from what can be done. What was open
New Mexico in addition to the contri- plain two or three years ago ha3 been
bution by Mr. Harger. The latter in transformed into farms with pretty
dwellings where live settlers are makopening his article says::
"The promise of a new common- ing more of 40 acres than the ordiJ'wealth depends as much on its people nary farmer farther east can make off
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
as upon
its physical advantages. a quarter section. The Pecos valley
CITY OFFICE IN
W hout an energetic and enterpris- is an example. A few years ago, when
ing population prosperity cannot be the first investors went there, it was
attained in permanent form, nor can declared to be a risky experiment by
the more conservative of their friends.
its progress be rapid.
NEW MEXICANiDLDC
"New Mexico already has demon- Today the whole valley practically is
strated its qualifications.
The con- under the plow and it is a vast garOR
stitutional convention made a 'safe den. Land values have increased
and sane' document as the fundamen- more than no fold, and the men who
tal law of the new state, and the peo- went on the scene early have reaped
the benefits. Its marvelous history
ple ratified it by something like
majority. It' has no isms, no is too well known to need elaborafreak provisions, and aims to give tion a trip through it is evidence or
every investor, as well as every citi- its success.
zen, full opportunity to advance with
"The people are or a class capable
the development
of the commonof doing things.
" 'There are no better citizens anywealth.
In this the people of New
EACH TOWN
Mexico showed their good sense.
where than those who have come here
district to
"To visit them at their homes re- t i till our lands,' said Governor W. J.
Latest Model "RancPr'J bicycle furnished by us. Our agents everywhere arc
I TO .ample
veals a high class of progressiveness Mills. 'They come from the best
ft
Bid mug inuncy id&i. rr rue jor jwi particulars and special offer at once.
iNO MONEY KEQIJIBKU until you receive and approve of your bicycle. Weship on the
part of those who have thus families of the middle west, and are
afiow XJfiN DAYS' FKEK TRIAL during which time you may ride the bicycle and1 far built
up the state. It is not a here to make for themselves homes
put it jo any test you wish. If you are ther. not perfectly saiisfied or do not wish to!
'new' country. In the Masonic lodge and that is the one thing that builds
keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense and you will not be out one cent
We
lurrisl
PRIPF ar one sman,th highest grade bicycles it is possible to make' room at Santa Pe are shown
FfitfffiRV
nw
iiivkw
prom aoove actual tartoi-cost. You save toi
signa- up a state.'
to $25 Hitddlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guar tures on
the lodge attendance list of
"That they are making homes is
antee btliind your bicycle. IU NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair ot tires from anyone-aany 'ifrice until you receive our catalogue? and learn our unheard of factor? members as far back as 1S50.
Kit the source of their happiness, and
Prices and rrwarkable special offers to rider agenta
receiv? our beautiful catalogue an Carson was a prominent citizen then, even in the more remote .localities is
Vfi!I If ILL IF JKTflHtttlFn whe.n you
study our superb models at the ivoncUrfuU
low Prices we cam make you this year. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money) and his portrait and his favorite rifle found a high quality of citizenship
MM
12
We arft atiificri with ii m nrntir ahnvn fnern
than ativ nthfrl f.irinr.
relics.
The among these
mm
BlCYCLK DK.fLKKS. you can sell our bicycles under your own name plate ata are shown as valuable
,
our prices.
double
tilled the dav
that furnished the graz"Perhaps to the visitor the greatCKt'UU HAS Jill lCJL.ES We do not remdarlv handle second hand bicvcles. but long valleys
nd taken in trade by oyr Chicago retail stores. These we clear outl ing grounds for hundreds
of thou- est charm of the state is its varied
usually iiave a number on
Drommlv at Drices raiiKimr fn
or tfilO. Descriotive bargain lists mailed free.
Sit to
of sheep and cattle were at- civilization.
In some of the old Mexi, imported roller chains and pedals, parts, repairs antf sands
'.
inK,
lnHCTrD.RDIIKr
at half tlie usual retail prices.
Vnvifcirwnniuv equipment of ait kinds
tracting capitalists 40 years ago. The ican towns are found a primitive livstockmen were the magnates of the ing that savors of the days before the
HEBGETBGSII PURCTURE-PROO- F
state and they laid its foundation.
conquest of Cortez. In the new towns
A SAMPLE PAIR
"But a new civilization has come to are electric lights, trolley cars and
SELF-HEAII- R6
TO INTRODUCE, ONLY
New Mexico, and its exemplification
every appliance of the metropolis.
Tin regular retail fn'rf ot thest tirrs
U seen on every hand. The talk in The old civilization is
ter pair, but to introduce ac trillis,&&i
being pushed
$4.
tor
bOcashwtthirrdfr$4.5.S).
sellyoua sample pair
the offices is not of sheep or cattle
back, year by year, as settlers take
TROUBLE
FROM PUKCTK&FS
HQ MORE
it is of farming and irrigation.
up and cultivate more. land, and the
.
Z 7: ".
BSSW'
" 'Those are our big
ex old ways are disappear-'ng- .
things,
snlii
one
Inst
hwlv
inounnd
air
pmrs
yenr. WlroWaTfh,,?
Over two numirta tliousauu pairs now in use. i!3Zjitteatrai'
0aPCI?PnOWjMi!einn!lF.izcs. t ItistUtlv
ill(ieasvl"klilie.verytlnT:ii!trnnl Jjn, inidewi;h
The bearing of children is frequently
a special quality or rubier,
tuvi.t become;)
s
followed, by poor
up snuiU pmictiirrs without allowfor th
poroii. aud which We
tread?
thick
rnbbor
hundreds
have
of
ing theairtoescape.
mother. This sr
crisis of life
mature strips "B'fiedcustoinersstatiiiK i:it their tires haveon ly been pum ped
1 so rim strip HY Vstem unprefinding her ph
uponceor twice in a whole season. They weih no more than T Bnl "I."
prevent f"n curling, xnis
on ordinary tire, the puncture resistinpquaii ties being given
pared for the
;i Itjofj 0f nature,
will
lire
oiaw
any
nuiiRH
fahric'ou
several
lavera
ofthtn,
sjK'cially
the
prepared
by
leaves her with wobfaiied. resistive
and
tread. Theregularpriceof these tires is
per pair, but for
EASY R1DIS
ndvertisintrDurnosesweare mnkineasnecial factorvoncem
powers and somotiil & , fchronlc ailtc rR.;
Hie riderof onlv X1.80 Oer pair. All orders eliinned same dnw
n n mi
ments. This cai. VJ avoided If
cpproval. You do not pay a ent until you have examined and found them strictly i represented. Mother's Friend Is used before the
coming of baby, and the hea .7 toman can
We will allow a Bh dlaeomit of 5 pcr cent (thereby making the price Wl.iiS nir pair) if you'
It is the only remedy that perfectlyknd thoroughly
send VVLI, CASH WITH OKUKK and enclose this advertisement
You TunTio risk ta: remain a healthy mother.
n
order
ns
the
tires
returned
be
at
OliK
are!
may
sending
expense if
they
prepares tho system for healthy motherhood, and brings about a natural and
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sentforanyreaflon
to us is as safe as in a
bank. If you order a pair of thee tires, you will find that thev win ride easier tun faster.ij easy consuromation of the term. Women who use Mother's Friend are always
look
liner
anv
than
tire you have ever used or sen at any rice. We saved much suffering when the little one arrives, and recover more quickly, and
wear better, last longer and
know that vou will be so well ph ased that when you want a bicvele you will give us your order. with no ill effects, or chronic troubles.
Every expectant mother should safeguard
'
".Ve want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
kind at ar,y Price "ntil y send for a pair of her health by .using Mothers Friend,
dmt buy ayPuncture-ProoTTIBFQ
UCCn
I
f
Hedirethora
tires
on approval and trial at thus preparing her physical condition
KHKO
WW
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry
which for the hour of motherhood. This
describes and quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices Catalogue
a
us
write
NOT
but
OK BUYING a'bicyclef medicine Is, for sale at drug stores.
THINK
today. DO
postal
WAIT
Urnr WW I or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and wonderful write for rree book for
41
expectant
onera we are malting. 41 oniy cub lb jabhi 10 icaru everyiumg. wnif it auw
motneTg.
BSADFIELD C33TJLAT0B, CO.,
MEAD CYCLE COUPAHT,
CHICAGO,
Atlanta, Oa.

Agent,
EUGENE FOX, a.Elf- Pasop-Texas.
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Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Fall-Ou-

lMi'iAAC3leher'

jn. y.
"I have an eleven nound bov." Mrs. Masr- gie Kster, K. F. I). No. 1, Wesleyville, Pa.

WEST

" At times I was hardly able to be on
feet.
I believe I bad every pain and ache a my
unicago, March 28 State regula
woman
could have. Had a very bad case. Internal
tion 01 fraternal insurance as proposorgans were very much diseased and my back
ed in the "Mobile Bill" of the insurwas very weak. I suffered a great deal with
ance commission, now pending in Ilnervous headaches, in fact, I suffered all over.
linois and in a score of other states;
This was my condition when I wrote to you for
and recently enacted by five legislaadvice. After taking your 'Favorite Prescription
for about three months can say that my
tures, has brought out the skeleton
feu
was never better."
health
from the fraternal insurance closet.
are
and
Deception
misrepresentation
charged to a small but energetic facIs a positive cure for weakness and disease of the feminine organism. It allays
tion of ostensible fraternalists which
inflammation, heals ulceration and soothes pain. Tones and builds up the nerves.
is opposing the bill notwithstanding
Do not permit a dishonest dealer to substitute for this medicine which has a
frathat the two big federations of
record of 40 years of cures. " No, thank you, I want what I ask for."
ternal societies have endorsed and are
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet Induce mild natural bowel movement once a day.
supporting it.
Resolutions have been adopted by
a convention of the Ladies of the Macplain ordinary greed, we cannot but
cabees of the World, the largest of
admire his fortitude in attacking
the fraternal societies for women,
either, or both, publicly and ostent
asserting that s'ome societies are not Judge Morrison Takes a
sibly for the public good.
in fact "fraternala"
" 'Tis a courageous man who thus
though
With Owen.
they
claim to be.
This society has con- Mr. Editor:
takes his own public life in his hands
sistently urged the need of adequate
Your Washington
correspondent and balances over the chasm pro
rates to assure sound insurance. The in a recent issue of the "New Mexi- bono publico or, as the
vulgar wit
effect anticipated by those
can," throws a flood of light on the puts it pro bunco publico.
fraternal orders of state supervision
conduct of Senator Owen
"If the court records of Oklahoma
and publicity of accounts is pointed disreputable
The history of the and Washington, D. C, could take the
ot Oklahoma.
to as evidence of the selfish motives
Senate will be searched in vain for slump or, better still, if 3ome of the
which prompt the opposition.
anything approaching that conduct Indians of Oklahoma were ChautauAfter various "whereas's" the con- The manner in which he used the qua screamers instead of poor
vention declared: "This misrepresen- pending approval of our constitution
incapable of English, what a
tation, misstatement and opposition to cover his fight against the appro light they would shed on Sen. Owen's
proceeding from societies working priation asked for by the Attorney marvelous campaign against
"greed
under the guise of fraternal beneflc- - General, for the prosecution of cases
organized,
Indian,
unorganized,
are
Dut
not
true
which
lary societies
whereby it is sought to recover for American, private and official "greed."
fraternal beneficiary societies, is dan- the Indians hundreds of thousands of
"Senator Owen in his own speech of
gerous and inimical to the stability acres of valuable land; that in res- Wednesday against
intimated
of
soundness
the
and future
great pect to a large number of these con- that he and other "gred"
Oklahomans tvir
fraternal insurance systems as a veyances he is the defendant; could "very close" to the farmer
whole and to the millions of people only have originated in a mind like
'
"If that was not a me
dependent thereon." It is added, by his. It is mortifying to be compelled speech, if Senstor Owen
way of good measure, that the decep- to concede that he succeeded in de- that "feeling" of closenei
tion being practiced by these pre- feating, for the time being, the Pres
sturdy land owners of 111
tended fraternities as to the effect and ident, the Senate, the House, and the time for the farmers of I.
nature of the measure recommended good people of New Mexico; but forting upon the acres, to ma
by the National Convention of In- tunately he failed in his main object, of the fact and to be gratef
surance Commissioners and endorsed
the defeat of the said appro- ator Owen for giving tl
by the fraternal federations is "con- priation, and it is hoped that the pros notice."
trary to the interest of the individ- edition will now be pushed with vig
Your fr'fnd,
ual members." The societies "which or, and success, and that he and his
A. L. MORRISON.
for immediate profit and
will reap the reward A
Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia.
have misrepresented the measure of their efforts. Your correspondent
Is too often the fatal equence. Folwere denounced "as not worthy of the says:
ey's Honey and Tar expels the cough,
confidence bestowed by the public up"A large part of his fortune is tied checks the la grippe, and prevents
on fraternal beneficiary societies.",
up in these lands conveyed to him pneumonia.
It is a prompt and re"Such opposing societies cannot be
by Indians, many of them blanket In- liable cough medicine that contains
either fraternal or beneficial in their dians, who knew nothing of the status no narcotics. It is as safe for
your
nature," the resolutions declare, "in of their heritage, and many of whom children as yourself.
Capital
unselfish
and
for
seek
that they
were obliged to sign the deeds and
worthy reasons to prevent the general conveyances with their marks.
good of their members."
"Senator Owen said he was deterReference was made to "scandal- mined to defeat the sundry civil bill
ous mergers and misuse of funds" because the Senate would not approve
which the proposed law will prevent, the Arizona constitution with its prothe allusion being to recent exposures vision for recall of judges.
Perhaps
of the sale and purchase of small so- Senator Owen told the truth, but he
cieties at profit to the managers. The had no right to be surprised that Senpending measure was endorsed by ators should wonder and should smile
thi3 woman's organization which has significantly when they discover that
a membership of 159,000 and the larg the bill Mr. Owen was seeking to deest reserve in proportion to insurance feat 'in the interest of Arizona' was
issued of any fraternal organization of far greater moment, of great financial interest, to Mr. Owen himself."
established in the United States.
It was an acturial investigation by
Some idea can be formed of the One way Colonist tickets on sale
the Ladies of the Maccabees of the brazen audacity of this man when in dally, March 10 to April 10, 1911, inWorld which a few years ago revers- the face of this exposure he goes out clusive, from
ed the attitude of life insurance com on a lecturing tour on "the initiative
SANTA FE, N. M.
The in- and referendum," and
panies regarding women.
incidentally to
a few points shown below.
Only
were
women
that
vestigation showed
fight organized greed. ' It is gratifyinforbetter rather than poorer risks than ing to know that the Legislature of For fares to other points and
r
privAs a result women are gen Illinois flatly refused him the use of mation as to the liberal stop-ovemen
accorded, phone, write or see
erally accepted for insurance.
the hall of the House of Representa- ileges
the undersigned.
tives, which had been formally asked Los Angelep
f. $25.00
A Mother's Safeguard.
for by some of his brother socialists. San
Francisco
25.00
Foley's Honey and Tar for the Just think of such a
wire San
25.00
Diego
Is best and safest for all puller as this
children.
on
''Greed."
lecturing
25.00
coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough The following pungent article from Pasadena
Redlands
25.00
Pharmacy.
The Interocean, will be welcome read- Sacramento
25.00
ing to your subscribers every one of Santa Barbara
25.00
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
whom was cheated out of his rights
25.50
Monterey
LECTURES AT ESTANCIA. by thi3
demagogue:
Prescott
21.35
Senator Owen on "Greed."
Phoex
25.OO
Noted Prohibition Orator Is Holding
"We observe that United
States Flagstaff
17,25
at
Senator Owen of Oklahoma came to Tucson
Meetings
County Seat
25.O0
of Torrance.
Illinois on Wednesday to help purifj Bisbee
26.35
our politics by means of the initiative Goldfield
35.60
and
referendum, and incidentally to Tonopah
Sys the Estancia Daily Herald:
35.60
Hon. Eugene W. Chafin of Illinois fight "organized
This is Doming
greed."
12.C5
Prohibition candidate for president truly touching.
Silver City
H.55
"A
Senof the United States in 1908 and one
cursory acquaintance with
Through tourist sleepers to Los
oi America's most distinguished men ator Owen's Tecord in Oklahoma Angeles and S: I Francisco are eleciii giving the people of Estancia the moves us to marvel at the length and tric lighted and
have smoking rorm
benefit of 20 years study of the tern the breadth and the thickness of the for men and oxtra
large dressing
perance question. He has won every emotions that must well up In his room for women.
one in Estancia who has heard1 him. breast and sound forth in such speech
with his pleasing personality, his keen on such subjects as those selected by
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
sence of humor and his logical Illus- him.
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
trations.
"Without
able to

THE FORUM

Mfwonoujin,

OR

ROUTE

Is 'Only one of many symptoms which some women endure through weakness or displacement of the womanly
organs. Mrs. Lizzie White of Memphis, Tenn., wrote
Dr. R. V. Pierce, as follows :

Interests.

Lv. Den Moines. N. M...Ar
Humaldo
Hedman
('Hpulin
'

48

3 07
3 45

Opposition to Proposed
State Supervision of All as
o Members'
Inimical

1st 1910

STATION'S

Miles

MARCH 27, 1911.

Backache

Denounces

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

IH

Company.

Railway

MONDAY,

WARNS FRATERNALISTS OF
COUNTERFEIT SOCIETIES.

1

Mil

llUuKy

M.

Low Fares
to'California
New Mexico

Arizona
Mexico

d

being

distinguish

Extracts from his lecture of last finely between "organized greed" and
night will convince any one that he
is a masterly man.
He spoke of how the United States
had stopped the spread of contagious
diseases by quarantine laws, and
showed how the liquor traflic could
be stopped in the same manner, by
putting ten lines of law in the constitution of the United States, making
ic a penitentiary offense to make or

5ANTAFE N.M.

RIDE IN THE MOON

sell liquor.

Latest definition of a Conservative
statesman in Washington. One who
has lost his back-bonand coined his
religion into
An election is not held for the purpose of electing people to office; an
election is held for the purpose of
putting the best citizenship we nave
in the ballot box. We take a measure
of the people every two years to see
whether they have grown any since
'
last year.
Preacher teacher
conscience
ballot box law book. Christian service is nothing in the world but taking the law of God from the Bible
through the ballot box to the law
e

book.
If there Is anything about the
whiskey traffic to make our church
better, have a keg of beer at the midweek prayer meeting.
Get off the fence. It was allright
to be on the fence 30 or 40 years ago
In the days ot rail fences but in this
day of barbed wire fences It won't
do.
C'
The Anglo-Saxorace has not lost
a moral fight in the last 1,500 years.
Take the churches out of New Mexico
and keep them out for 12 months, the
whole territory would not sell for
enough to pay the taxes.
n

30

H--

$1,500

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE iAND SUPPLIES.
SANTA FE GARAGE

Paidce Ave.

I AITTTirT.
DfiCUEl
.W.J as-- , ra,J IV

"

VV,

Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M, and
Roswell, N.
connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar
rive In Roswell at 3:30 p. m
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar--'
rive in Vaughn at C p. m.
Bageraee a11nwar.vA t ta it..
each regular ticket, excess baggage
a

'
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at the rate of
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per hundred
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commodate any number of passene.
to make special connections with'
train at Vaughn, also to connect
New Mexico Central Railroad r Igtt
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M. ,v4
.1 it.
r
,well Auto Co., at Roswell, N, fci..'V.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate fo
special, $40 to accomodate four or
I

1

fewer passengers to either point
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and power purposes, or for any other
!
"money BACK."
TIMETABLE ALL
useful or beneficial purposes, and to Although common in other lines, mnst
LOCAL TRAINS
of cooking fats lare not
We can promise you a clear, clean hold, enjoy and use the same In any manufacturers
"Satisfaction
el1 t!lelr products
are the time tables
or
The
lawful
of
business
the
following
operation
if
skin and a beautiful complexion
you
'r of the local railroads:
or for any purpose incidental ant"d or
use ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP accordina
to directions.
ered pails or tin-- , which cannot and do Letve
jtiiereio.
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westTo remunerate any person or
not keep out tii' air, dust and odors,
FOR SALE Gent el nan's ticket t.)
sci-a
and
beautifier
skin
a
ZEMO
is
soon
The seat sale for Miss Olga Nether-sole'- s distinguished
No. 10 eastbound.
for
to
the
English
or
playwright
and
spoil.
services
bound,
Ei Paso. Inquire this office.
Pration
rendered,
goods
for the treatment
preparation
The X. K. Fairbank Company guarproduction "The Redemption of whose original work includes "Rose- of eczema, pimples, dandruff and all oe rendered, in iicing or assisting
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
Evelyn Vaudray" began at 12:30 mary," "Pomander Walk" and "Disra- diseases of the skin and scalp. ZEMO to place, or guaranteeing the placing antee Cottoiene no matter how long it p. m.
FO!t SALE Two pood work horses.
is kept on the grocer's shelves. They
4 p. nop connect
with No. 1, west- Inquiry of B. P. Williams' Livery.
afternoon and in eli," and who, by reason of his fine SOAP is the nicest, best
o'clock yesterday
an- Oi- underwriting of any of the shares are able to do this because Cottoiene
lathering
bound.
less than an hour, one hundred and adaptions of "Chantecler," "L'Aiglon," tiseptic soap you ever used for toilet of stock of the corporation, or any is
packed in pails with covers of speFOR RENT A four room furnished
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
fifty seats had been sold. Those who "Cyrano de Bergerac" and other mod- or bath.
debentures, bonds, or other securities cial design, making tiic package absohou.-ii--;
in or about the lutely
freshness
P. m.
wish to see the performance, will do ern French masterpieces was made
,or
Et;d
o?
Don Caspar .eime. Apply J.
the
insuring
corporation
Sold by druggists everywhere
and
that Ocer. d' Academis by the French gov- in Santa Fe by The Capital
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and W. Mayes.
formation or promotion of the cor of the product indefinitely.
well, therefore, to remember
Pharmacy.
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8
astbound
there is going to be a big house.
ernment in recognition of his services
poration or m xne conuuei oi us dusi- WANTED
Position ny lady a
The play will be seen here tomor- in familiarizing
Returning arriv at San.a Fe 11:1V
English-speakintime to take the matter up and again ness.
same vote at a regularly convened
cashier or bookkeeper. Address P. O.
p. in.
row night at the Elks' Theatre, and countries with these works;
Ben and go after it good and hard. There
To buy or otherwise
acquire, to meeting.
Box 331, Santa Fe, N. M.
D. & R. G. Ry.
is the last production booked this Greet, who staged the play, a noted is no reason why Tucson should not hold, own, mortgage, pledge, sell
Subject to the foregoing provisions
Leaves 10:13 a. m. for north.
dis-- '
year.
s
numthe
Shakespearean producer, whose own have the biggest post in the South- assign and transfer or otherwise
the
may prescribe
WANTED A j?ood clerk. One to
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.
It is Miss Nethersole's appearance companies are widely known for their west.
This city, climatically
and pose of, and to Invest, trade in and ber of directors to constitute a quoclerk
in a general store. Must be able
- j
Central
New
Mexico
Ry.
merchandand
comes
wares,
in
she
deal
and
under
goods,
here
the manage- splendid, artistic performances,
any
rum at their meetings, and such numstrategically, is better ruited for an
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No. to speak Spanish fluently and be a
ment of Liebler and Company in Hen- Liebler and Company, Miss Nether- army post than San Antonio.
Land ise and Property of every class and ber may be less than a majority of
T. D.
34 east and 33 outh and west
good salesman.
Address,
ri Bernstein's play "Le Bercail," cal- sole's managers, whose reputation is we have in abundance, water clim-- ' description, including patents and the whole Board.
connections BURNS, Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
8 p. m., with
Arrive
led "The Redemption of Evelyn Vaud- an additional guarantee of the worth- ate. and everything else that an armv Patent rights, inventions or improve-- j
IV.
south and west
upuons,. snares or
The amount of tne total authorized from No. 33 east; 34
ments,
ray."
iness of the coming attraction.
post needs.
FOR SALE Several hundred acres
real
in
property
corporations,
If
Btoek
Tucson
rien,s
time
this
of
at
were
tnls
The attraction offers a combination
is
ca)ita
Nethersole,
who,
the
In addition, Miss
corporation
of soldier additional homestead scrip
BLANKS
ot
mines,
mciuuing
any
Hundred
0ne
description,
and Fifty Thousand Dol
of names that stand for worthy unlike so many actresses
of her point at which 20,000
troops were
fully guaranteed. Price low. Over
in the drama Olga otanrtin
achievement
has no scrunles aeainst sur- - being mobilized, everyone in the citv railroads and also bonds, mortgages lars ($15ii.0ii0), which said stock is
'
New Men twelve years in the business. Address
foi
sale
OI au
Printed
and
by
l"
secunuS
into
would
divided
as
be
One
a
Hundred
and
one
of
never
the
with
herself
the
Nethersole,
good company
great- rounding
they
Fifty
prospering
star,
E. W. Spalding, Pacific B!dg., Wash-ingtoN
est of
emotional act- has gathered together a number of have in the past. Tucson Citizen. lor other evidences oi mueineuness, Thousand (150,000) shares of the par ean Printing Company, Santa Fe,
I). C.
!
securi-or
Mex.
investment
investment
and
value of One Dollar ($1.00) each, and
resses, Bernstein, the author ,also very able artists, some of them Amerjet.
!
what-or
Bond.
kind
Butchers'
description
ties of any
the said stock shall be
author of "The Thief," a leader in the ican and some of them English. Walt- Territory of New Mexico,
WANTKD By a half million dollar
Report of Li
Sheriffs' M-Office of the Secretary.
ever, or to act as the agent for the
V.
contemporary school of English dram- er Edwards, Franklyn Roberts, Wala man to sell advertising
corporation,
of
of
sh'
the
same,
censes.
any
or
sale
e
of
Certificate
purchase
The names and
Comparison.
addresses
atists, a school conceded to have won lace Erskine. Margaret Campbell,
novelties as a side line through State
Court
Mexlo.
New
connected
Reports,
o;' the incorporators and the number
of the or for any other purpose
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary
immortality through the power, gen- Nellie Malcolm and Maud Hosford are
asr, $6.50 a vol- of New Mexico. Liberal commission.
ius and technical skill of its memb- best known of those appearing in Territory of New Mexico, do hereby with any of the said above described of shares subscribed by each, are as No. 1 and 2
Men with energy should earn from
ume; 3 to 12 inclue. $3.30 each;
William F. Hogan, of
certify that there was filed for rec-- powers; to promote corporations or follows:
ers; Otis N. Parker, the adapter, a Miss Nethersole's support.
a day.
BASTIAN
Re- $1".00 to $20.00
Mexico
includ
New
ct
Mone"'
of
Digest
any character,
ord in this office at Twelve o'clock enterprises,
N. M., 4800 shares; Katherine
BROS.
N. Y.
Rochester,
25c
$6.60.
Postage
M., on the Twenty-firs- t
day of March, ing industrial enterprises, railroads, G. Sullivan, of Las Vegas. X. M., 100 ports, full sheet,
Retail Liquor License. 60 ir Book.
A. D. 1911; Articles of Incorporation
mines, real estate companies, bank- shares; Stephen B. Davis, Jr., of Las
TYPEWRITERS.
$3.00.
of LAS NORIAS MINES COMPANY. ing Institutions and all business or Vegas, N. M., 100 shares.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
50
$3.00.
in
to
Book,
General
and
character
License,
No C736, and also, that I have com- - enterprises of any
VI.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supThe following persons are hereby Nos. 13 and 14. $2.73 each. Postago plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
pared the following copy of the same. own or operate or nnance tne bame, to
25c
or
each.
manner
any
aid
corporation
'n
any
with the original thereof now on file,
and rented. Standard makes handled.
designated as directors of said corpor- Notification oi Change in Assass-men- t All
and declare it to be a correct trans-- enterprise in w iucu me luiuu,
ation t0 act or the first lhree monthg
repair work and typewriters guar$3.75.
Book.
100
in
or
by Assessor,
after th filing of their Crtiflcates
Santa Fe Typewriter Exanteed.
cript therefrom and of the whole interested; to endorse, underwrite
Assessor's Notice ot Assessment,
.
.
guarantee the stock securities or viz:
thereof.
Phone 231.
change.
100 in Book. 75c
Given under my hand, and the Great undertakings of any corporation or
WILLIAM F. HOGAN,
County Superintendent's Warrant
Seal of the Territory of New Mex- persons.
KATHERINE G. SULLIVAN,
$4S,ooo PER ANM M. Sound com50 in Book. 35c.
deand
to
the
a
view
working
With
at
the
of
Santa Fe, the
ico,
STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR.,
City
mercial business. British Corporation
50 in Book. 25c
Poll
Tax
corReceipt,
of
the
of
the
properties
VII.
Capital, on this 21st day of March, velopment
8 anxious to establish their wonderful in
Poll Books for City Election,
A. D. 1911.
The corporation shall keep at its
poration, and to effectuate, directly or
vention (awarded prize medal Brus50c.
indirectly, its objects and purposes, or registered office in this Territory one pages,
NATHAN JAFFA,
of
Claimant, sels Exhibition 1910) In every town
Proof, Testimony
of them, the corporation may, in copy of the transfer books, which copy
in t'nited States, and business being
Secretary of New Mexico. any
full
sheev.
exthe
of
the discretion
directors,
shall be deemed as original, in which
too gigantic work everywhere them(SEAL)
of
Declaration
Land
Desert
Entry,
ecutive committee or officers, from the transfer of stock shall be registerArti-lof Incorporation.
selves, they purpose selling to one refull
sheet
to time carry on any other law- ed, and the 'stock books, which shall Applicant,
liable ;erson or Corporation in each
We, the undersigned, in order to time
Witness.
of
Deposition
otheror
contain the names and addresses of sheeu
form a corporation for the purposes ful business, manufacturing
town sole working license for 15 years.
in any manner the
hereinafter stated, under and pur- wise, to any extent and
stockholders, and the number of
Machine
capable yielding licensee
Proof.
sheet
Final
shares held by them respectively.
suant to the provisions of an Act of not unlawful.
above return in a single town. A safe
sheet
Contest
Notice,
,
con-shall
clauses
be
The foregoing
which sha at al times durjng tnJ
the Legislative Assembly of the Terinvestment. Very little capital needsd.
meet
Yearly Proof, 4 074b. tt
both as objects and powers, Lsual nours of business be open to
License payment purely
nominal.
ritory of New Mexico, entitled "An strued
before
contest,
filed
be
to
Affidavit
or dec- - the inspection of a stockhold r in
Act to Regulate the Formation
and but no recitation, expression
Unique opportunity for the right man.
sheet
or
of
purposes son witn resnect to his interest as
specific powers
.....x.a .K.....a
-- i.i
Government of Corporations for MinAffidavit of Contest Against Non- - Director now in New York allotting
tJf
shall be deemed such stockholder, or for a purpose
ing, Manufacturing, Industrial and herein enumerated
Resident Entryman,
shet territory. Write immediately giving
MISS OLGA N ETHERSOLE,
other Pursuits, Approved March 15, to be exclusive but it is hereby ex germain to his status as such, upon
Notice of Intention to make final references. Melvin Williams & Co.,
all
lawful
that
other
declared
The Great English Emotional Act re s Who Will be Seen at the Elks'
application in writing to the registered proof,
1905," do hereby certify as follows: pressly
6heet
Ltd., Metropolitan Bldg., New York
powers not inconsistent therewith are agent of the corporation in charge of Additional Entry,
Theatre To morrow Night.
I.
sheet City.
such office and having the custody of
The corporation name is the Las hereby included.
320 Homestead Entry,
In furtherance and not in limitation such books; but the registered agent sheet
Norias Mining Company.
ot the powers conferred in statute, the may refuse permission to any stockFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
.
thing of the emotional relief of chort
II.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
board of directors are expressly holder to examine the same (except
ling, comprehend the melodies of the
The
full
of
sheet
office
the
registered
corpora- authorized:
EDITORIAL
FLASHES.
as to the entries affecting the shares pllcant
world, and the gratification one may tion is in the Town of
sheet.
New
Relinquishment,
To hold their meetings, to have one owned by such stockholder) unless
derive from pressing it into service Mexico, and William F. Cerrlllos,is desMASONIC.
sheet
Plats,
Township
Hogan
or more offices, and to keep books of and until satisfied that such examina- to express a fine shade of meaning.
Montezuma
Lodge
sheet
full
as
Plats,
Township
and
ignated
therein
statutory agent
Now as to Beans at Obar.
the corporation within or, except as tion and the information to be acquirNew York Times.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
sheet
Commitment
whom
com
upon
the
process
against
on
the
happed
Interesting things
otherwise provided by statute, with- ed thereby are for a legitimate purRegular communiPoll Book tor Town ElecOon,
pany may be served.
editor's claim.
out the Teritory of New Mexico, at pose, and not for a purpose hostile to
On Choosing a Wife.
cation first Monday
40c.
III.
pages,
Listen to this. .
of each month at
such places as may from time to time the interests of the incorporation or Poll Books, Election of School Dl
Rev. James S. Ainslie of Chicago
The
which
for
the
objects
corpora- be
Last year we planted a patch, ot has been
Masonic - Hall at
its individual stockholders, and the rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
designated by them.
offering his congregation tion is established are
primarily:
beans, (frijoles.)
7.30.
To determine from time to time determination ot the registered agent 30c and 40c.
and others a few simple rules for the
To the same extent as natural perWhen it come off so dry, we buried guidance of men who lace the probH. H. DORMAN,
and, if allowed, under what shall be final, conclusive and binding
CO
whether,
in
Road
sons
to
or
Receipt
Supervisor's
could
sell
do,
might
buy,
an empty 5 cent milk can close to lem of choosing a wife; and his ad
Master.
ac- upon all stockholders and all
conditions
and
the
regulations
persons
25c
Book,
to
and
live
and lease land,
sell
buy
each hill and kept water in it.
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
and
counts
books
of
vice is so greatly at variance with the stock of
the
under
such
stockholders.
4
claiming
corporation
Attachment
Affidavit,
shet
any and all kinds to sell and shall be
When we harvested our frijoles the majority of rules hitherto laid down
VIII.
bpen to the inspection of the
Attachment Bond. 4 sheet
buy land or livestock directly or
Santa Fe Chapter No.
crop seemed disappointingly small.
and
in
B0
of
the stockholders'
Period
Existence:
The period
stockholders,
yet
wholly
keeping with he on
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
1, R. A. M. Regular
We couldn't understand until a few actual nrac.tice of the moat reasonable for commission; or toto lease land
in
of existence of this corporation is
shall
their
are
and
respect
rights
sheet.
in
take
convocation second
days ago when we discovered that men, that it merits the widest pub- stock pasturage
be
to
limited
restricted
and
limited
4
fifty
accordingly,
(50)
years.
sheet
and take care of the same for
Execution,
of each month
Monday
every one of those cans was nicely licity.
no
Bhall
IX.
and
stockholder
have any
sheet
Summons,
part of the stock or increase or part
at
Masonic
Hall at
packed full of shelled beans.
The corporation reserves the right
sheet
Certificate of Brand,
The Chicago minister pointed out of the increase or in any other man- right to inspect any account book or
7:30 p. m.
Now what do you know about Thatt
to
of
2
or
document
the
amend;
except
sheet
alter,
repeal
any
Contract
change
the "four cardinal points" the wife ner that they may deem expedient or
corporation,
Shep
JOHN H. WALKER,
The Obar Progress.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
should have as follows:
advisable to the best interests of the as conferred by statute or authorized provision contained in this certificate
H. P.
by the board of directors, or by a, in the manner how or hereafter
sheet
She must be a gopd conversation- company.
Appeal Bond.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
At That Rate Santa Fe Has 8,000.
of
statute
cribed
the
for
stockholders.
the
sheet
amendment
Criminal.
by
Bond,
Appeal
To
manufacture, purchase, or other"No use trying to belittle Las Ve- alist; .
To make, alter, amend, recind the of the certificate of incorporation,
Stock Blanks.
She must be able to keep a secret; wise acquire, goods, wares, merchanSanta Fe Commandery
gas by a technical analysis of census
s
de-of
here- In
Animals tJearing Ven
ot
we
to
the
have
Bill
Witness
Sale
fix,
Whereof,
She
corporation,
must
be
a
dise
and
of
good
counter
The official
is
housekeeper;
personal property
every
No. 1, K. T. Regular
figures.
14
unto
sheet
to
from
Recorded
set
termine
time
our
dor's
time
and
hands
and
seals
6th
Brand,
this
vary
class
and
description, and hold, own,
conclave fourth Monobliged to separate town and city and
2
sheet
Bond.
be
D.
amount
to
1911.
A.
of
as
the
reserved
March,
working day
Appearance
mortgage, sell, or otherwise dispose
and put the official figures for the
She must be a good woman.
day in each month at
Bill ot Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
latter at 3,179. In reality there are These qualifications, Mr. Ainslie be of, trade, deal in and deal with the capital, to determine the times for (Signed)
Masonic Hall at 7:30
the declaration and payment and the WILLIAM F. HOGAN
(SEAL) 40c per book.
at least 7,000 people in 'The Vegas.' lieves, all make for a pleasant home same.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
To acquire and undertake the good amount of each dividend on the stock, (Signed)
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
The traveling salesmen and people. ufej ana- are better than riches, auto- sheet
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
wno traae at tnat marKet an Know moilS and fine ciothe9.
will, property, rights, franchises, con- to determine and direct the use and KATHERINE G. SULLIVAN (SEAL) Vendor's Recorded Brand,
14
Bill ot Sale Range Delivery,
of any surplus or net (Signed)
that it is the second city in New
There is only one trouble about this tracts and assets of every manner disposition
Mexico in population.
As a railway
Santa Fe Lodge ot
profits, and to authorize and cause to STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR.
(SEAL) sheet
and
of
the
liabilities
kind,
any
person,
of
is
to
be
code
This
instructions.
Bill of Sale,
sheet
be executed mortgages and liens up- TerVitory of New Mexico, )
station on the Santa Fe, as a comNo.
Perfection
or
1, 14th
association
either
firm,
corporation,
Authority to Gather, Drive and
mercial and banking center the fig- found in the fact that it would take wholly or in part, and pay for the on the real and personal property of
degree. Ancient and Ac)ss.
to
an
man
clever
Reexceptionally
keep
Owner's
Handle Animals Bearing
ures back up the above fact. Boost
the
provided always that
cepted Scottish Rite of
County of San Miguel. )
with the woman described. Many same in cash, stock or bonds of the a corporation,
sheet
of the whole Board conFree Masonry meets on
every other locality by all means but pace
On this 6th day of March, A. D. corded Brand,
majority
or
otherwise.
corporation,
don't knock one of the best cities in estimable men are not good converAuthority to Gather, Drive and- the third Monday of each month
1911, before me, the undersigned, a
To. enter into, make, perform, and cur therein.
sationalists, and are happier when
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
New Mexico." Raton Jange.
to
the
affirmative
of
vote
Pursuant
in
for
and
said
the
notary
public
contracts
of
out
and
every kind
a
they can smoke and reflect, or placid- carry
sheet
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
the holders or a majority of the stock above county and territory, personally Recorded Brand,
communion with the for any lawful purpose with any persilent
enjoy
ly
Affidavit,
Scotish Rite Masons are corstock- appeared William F. Hogan, Kathera
at
Visiting
issued
and
The Verb "To Chortle."
outstanding
or
association
son,
firm,
corporation.
on the other side of the fire
dially invited to attend.
One of our readers, for whose mani- partner
To issue bonds, debentures, or obli- holders meeting duly convened, to 3ell, ine G. Sullivan and Stephen B. Davis, sheet
Such a man would surely
Deed ot Trust full sheet
S. SPITZ, 32
or
of
the
otherwise
transfer
to
to
me
be
festation of interest in the words used place.
known
the
dispose
Jr.,
personally
derive but little pleasure from the gations of the corporation, and at the
Release of Deed of Trust 2 sheet
Venerable Master.
in this newspaper and the truths they verbal
including the franchises of persons whose names are subscribed
property,
to
secure
of
the
option
corporation,
gymnastics, the elements of
Compiled Laws ot N. M., 1897. $9.50. HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
an
as
the
proto
and
the
aTe employed to express, we are truly
corporation
entirety,
deed
same
instrument,
foregoing
the
by mortgage, pledge,
surprise, of subtle humor and an ocvided always that a majority of the who signed the same, and each for Postage 45c.
Secretary.
grateful, takes us to task for using cassional figure of speech, all of of trust or otherwise.
Notary Record. &1.25 each.
Board concur therein.
not
week
whole
the
himself and not one for the other
within a single
only
To apply for, acquire, hold, use, sell,
which go to the making of clever
B. P. O. E.
Notary Seals:
To appoint additional officers of the acknowledged that he signed, sealed
and "burgeoned,"
words "debacle"
assign, lease, grant licenses in respect
conversation.
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75, deliveree,
Fe Lodge No.
Santa
more
one
or
and
executed
the
instru
including
which drove him to the dictionary, but
of
or
corporation,
foregoing
otherwise
dispose
There are other points in the rule of, mortgage
$3.25, delivered ntrvst exB. P. O. E. holds
besk,
460,
one
or
more
which
drove
assist
as
"to
ment
act
and
deed.
chortle"
his free
the vrb
laid down by Mr. Ainslie which sug letters patent of the United States or ant
its regular session on
For he knows not
him to despair.
Witness my hand and notarial seal press office.
treasurers, and one or more assistany foreign country; patents, patent
the
conclusion
that
it
be
Additional and Amended Location
gest
the second and fourth
might"
to
and
extent
ant
the
secretaries
inin
'thortle" and has been unable to find unsafe to
the
and
this
pro
certificate
and
year
licenses
day
privileges,
of each
say that the woman he de rights,
Certificate, V2 sheet
Wednesday
vided by the
the significance of it. We care noth- scribed would
they may have above written.
a satisfactory ventions, improvements and processmake
brothof
month.
sheet
Publisher,
Visiting
Agreement
all
of
the powers
s
ing, or next to nothing for either wife.
and trade names, re- and shall exercise
(NOTAJtlAL SEAL)
It would seem necessary to es,
ers are invited and
sheet.
Proot of Lahor,
of the treasurer, and of
the
O.
F.
"burgeoned" or "debacle" which serve add "for
President,
connection
BLOOD,
useful
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in
to
with
(Signed)
lating
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
welcome.
the right man."
an occasional purpose, but probably
the secretary, respectively, provided,
Notary Public.
A. J. FISCHER,
There also may be a word to say any business of the corporation.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
would not be mi3sed if they were elimall
shall
My commission expires January 4,
To hold, purchase, or otherwise however, that
e
2
D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
of
of
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the
sheet
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Property,
inated from the contemporaneous
vo
be chosen from the Directors.
mort1913.
ot Guardianship,
sheet
of course, would acquire, sell, assign, transfer,
Letters
and
Secretary.
contrasts;
this,
But "chortle!" How can
cabulary.
ENDORSED:
By a resolution passed by a majorsheet.
to complicate the problem gage, pledge, or otherwise dispose of
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
any one ask what the word means? serve
vote of the whole Board, under
No. 6736,
and
ity
of
stock
shares
the
bonds,
capital
sheet.
Letters
of
Administration,
Does it not exactly explain its own many fold.
to
suitable provision of the
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 100,
Bond and Oath,
Administrator's
in consideration of the debentures or other indebtedness
Perhaps,
meaning?
Articles of Incorporation of
created by other corporation or cor- desginate two or more of their number
sheet
When the beamish boy, on a certain fact that life is a battle, rather than
LAS NORIAS MINES COMPANY.
holder there- to constitute an Executive Committee,
while
the
and
porations,
sheet
Letters Testamentary,
to
is
sufficient
say that
frabjous day slew the whiffling and a holiday, it
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
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sheet
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will
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make
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a
a
good
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good
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have and exercise
or in the
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Santa
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To purchase hold and
the any or all powers of the Board of
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Secretary.
Lease.
sheet
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Post
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MINOR CITY TOPICS

Andrews Cash

No. 4

No. 4
Santa Fe, X. M... March 28:
The weather for New Mexico
is fair tonight and Wednesday
with not much change in tern- -

Bakery
Groceryandand
FLOWER
GARDEN

perature.

SEEDS,

ONION SETS

Nice Fresh Eggs

Extra Cleaned Kentucky Blue Grass
Seed, new crop at GOEBELS.
Your Last Chance to see the Old
Water Jar at the Elks' tonight.
Thinking is All Right, but DOIXG is
better, is the suggestion made in the
new ad of O. C. Watson & Co., appearing in today's issue of this paper.
Read the ad.
For the Remaining Days of Lent
U.S. Kaune & Co. are calling, attention today to some appetizing edibles
that will make your lenten fast anything but a sacrifice. Read the ad.
Chamber of Commerce
Meeting
This evening at 8 o'clock at the Commercial Club rooms, the first meeting
of the new Chamber of Commerce
will be held. All men are invited to

25c Dz.

-

Fish Received Tuesdays

& Thursdays

We are receiving killed to order dry
picked poultry twice a week, try a hen,

spring, broiler, or a turkey

TREY

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

X

FINE.

ARE

Phone No.4.

attend.
Marriage

FOR
A

YOUR EASTER

Issued

License

A

mar-

riage license was granted yesterday
afternoon at Albuquerque to Louis

OUTFIT

'

Vanity Bag Will Give an Attractive Finish. What
Could Be More Acceptable For An Easter
Gift for a Lady?

Gonzalez and Mary Ruppe.
Miss
Ruppe is the daughter of B. Ruppe,

the druggist.

The Materials that will be most in
vogue this year are called attention
to in the new ad in this issue for
Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co. Read
the ad before you make your spring

and summer apparel.
Not Only an Excellent Line of Bags But Everything Mining Papers In the future, The
Mining World, The Engineering and
Mining Journal, and Mining Science
in Gold and Silver Ware Flat and Hollow as Well will
be found on the reading table of
the
Public Library together with latas Filigree Jewelry. Our Assortment is
est issues of Xew York, Denver, El
Paso, and other city papers.
A
US
CALL
BUYING.
GIVE
BEFORE
Men's Meeting Tonight This evening at 9 o'clock, at the home of Bron-so- n
M. Cutting, Buena Vista Heights,
5,
Manufacturing Jeweler.
a meeting of the men interested in the
work of the Church of the Holy Faith
will be held. Bishop J. ,M. Kendrick
will be among those present.
Shadows of the Past, a southern
GENTLEME- Ndrama at the Elks' tonight
Dance on April 27 On
Doff your winter
and put on something evening. April 27, a danceThursday
will be
under the auspices of the Womnew and Attractive. Don't Let the Ladies out-D- o given
an's Board of Trade to help pay for
the cost of paving the south side of
you.
the Plaza.
It will be a general affair and should be given liberal
We Have
New
Non-Competiti-

ve.

SPllZj

hats

Just Opened

Up Many Crates of

Hats

FOR THE MEN.
Straw Hats, Panama Hats Felt Hat.
In all the Newest
Come in.
Shapes and Fancies.

Wys

The Cash Store

ss

JULIUS H. GERDES

Co rrie on
MBWlMWEIimTOlMIUU

e

being for a public purpose of
such merit.
Up to 56 Degrees Yesterday
Yes,
but the mercury also fell as low as
19 degrees and the day was pronounced "clear and much colder in the early
morning" although warm and pleasant
in the afternoon.
The average relative humidity was 42 per cent. The
temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
was 35 degrees.
In Catering to the Grown
Folks,
children are often neglected when
it comes to wearing apparel.
This
year, however, a special display has

y

,

II,.

5f

,

, ,

,,-

been arranged for the little folks as
is evidenced by the attractive window
display and the new ;id in this issue
for W. X. Townsend & Co. If your
children are in need of bonnets, hats,
dresses, shoes or stockings, read the
ad carefully.
Died Cashing a Bet Captain W. W.
Beasley, aged 80 years, died at the
Juarez race track while he was cashing a bet which he had won on the
first race. The race was just over
and he was making his way toward
the bookmaker's stand, when he was
seen to totter and fall. Friends immediately rushed to his assistance,
and called a doctor, but death came
before the doctor arrived.
We Helped to Kill Them "We
helped to kill both fhe Halls," is the
only statement so far vouchsafed by
Alexander
and William Zumwalt,
charged with shooting to death Tom
and Ed Hall near Kenna, Chaves
The priscounty, Sunday morning.
oners were brought to Roswell' and
placed in Jail, to have their preliminary hearing before Justice M. W.
Witt Thursday niorr.ing.
PromSensational
Developments
ised It is reported that within a
week or two developments' that will
astonish the people, will become public in the matterof S. S. Wagner at
Cuba, who made such unfounded and
ridiculous charges against Hon. E. A.
Miera in connection with the fight
against statehood by certain members
of the
League.
Changing Cooks is a good comedy
at the Elks' tonight.
Now is the Time to Lay in a Supply
of fancy work for passing away the
r
Miss A. Mugler has
days.
just received a new line of stamped
linens which she is advertising today,
as well as millinery. Read the ad.
Santa Fe After Sanitarium H. S.
Lutz, city agent of the Santa Fe, has
sent to the headquarters of the Woodmen of the World, pamphlets and official data regarding climate, with a
view of having that great fraternal
organization locate its proposed sanitarium at Santa Fe. The Chamber of
Commerce will offer the Sanitarium
as much ground as it may need.
All Murders Are
Expensive. The
shooting affair at Rincon on Thursday in which Parker was wounded by
Murcel, will prove to be an expensive
luxury for Dona Ana county. Saturday five of the members of the carnival company, including one woman,
were brought to Las Cruces under
bond to appear as witnesses. As none
of them were able to furnish the required bond, the county will have, to
board them until the grand jury
meets, and perhaps much longer.
Divorce Granted in Graham Case
In the district court at Albuquerque,
yesterday afternoon Judge Ira A. Abbott signed a decree of absolute divorce in favor of .Mrs. Ella J. Graham from Hugh Graham. The divorce went by default, Hugh Graham
not appearing in court to contest the
case. In her complaint Mrs. Graham
alleged abandonment and failure to
support. Under lie terms of the decree Mrs. Graham gains the custody
of two minor children,
Uthel and
Anti-Saloo- n

out-doo-

AL

TUEKDAY,

Ruby Graham, and other relief, asked
..
for.
Work of Reforestration W.
supervisor of the Manzano national forest was at Mountainair, Torrance county, several days last week
superintending the planting of 1750
yellow pine transplants and the sowing of 33 acres of yellow pine seed.
One-hal-f
of the area planted was
harrowed.
The planting was done a
mile or two north of Eastview, Torrance county, and as this is experimental on the part of the forest service the result will be watched with

feet and killed it. She was in the
yard with the baby in her arms and
started around the corner of the
house. Just as she 4urned the corner she came face to face with a
full grown bob cat, evidently attracted there by some of those fat irys
for which the Edwards farm is famous. A little dog was with her and
the cat made for the dog and at the
same time she made for the cat She
landed squarely on the part of the
anatomy where the chicken Is supposed to get the axe, and then womanlike she Bcreamed. Mr. Edwards.' who
was close by took in the situation at
a glance and hurried to the scene
with weapons of defense but he got
there too late. The cat was dead.
Mountainair Messenger.
Spanish War Veterans Favor Canteen Nearly 3,000

considerable interest.
Mountain Sheep and Lions Green
Crawford, old time miner, hunter,
trapper and Indian fighter, was in
Las Cruces from his camp in
canon, in the San Andrea mountains, about 35 miles northeast of
Las Cruces. He reports several large
bunches of the real mountain sheep
in the mountains around his camp,
the animals looking very large and
fat. Mountain sheep are fast becom- ine extinct in the United States. Mr.
Crawford has also seen a large number of mountain lions and panthers
in his vicinity and has killed several
of them during the past winter.
Perish the Thought The members
of the Old Guard in Xew Mexico will
be much interested as will the gen-eral public in the pronunciamento of
the Range of Raton, in Colfax county.
The Range is one of a string of paMay-berr-

y

Spanish-America-

War veterans in Colorado will, within
the next ten days, adopt resolutions
favoring the return of the canteen to
the army. At a meeting at Denver
such a resolution was passed by General H. W. Lawton camp No. 1 o
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
'are between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $io.
Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

n

JUST
i

ARRIVED-- A

LARGE SHIPMENT
OF

I

pers purchased ostensibly for the support of a prominent capitalist and
land owner of the northern part of
the territory, who is said to have senatorial aspirations, and for whom it
is rumored combinations are already
being made. The string of papers is
to include the Albuquerque Herald,
the Raton Range, the Cimarron Xews,
the Las Vegas Optic and several oth
ers for which negotiations are pending. Rio Grande Republican.
Confirmation Tonight This evening at 7:45 o'clock, the rite of confirmation will be administered at
the Church of the Holy Faith by Bishop J. Mills Kendrick who arrived

In This Shipment are all Sizes Best Adapted
To Use' in This Locality
This is the the celebrated
is very favorably known.

returned after a short residence there
Dona Ana
coming to Las Cruces,
county, where he established and published a weekly newspaper. Leaving
Las Cruces he went to Socorro where
a wppklv linlwir
pstflhlifihpH
which he ran until a few years later,
when he moved to Ysleta,
Texas,
which at that time was the county
seat of El Paso county, and established a paper in that town. Since 1885
he had resided in El Paso, and Worked as a printer up to about nine years
ago, when he was compelled to give
up active work on account of ill
health. TTA lpavps a wife artrt nno'
daughter, Miss Annie Nash, bothof
El Paso.
this noon. A large class of adults will
Mountainair Woman Kills Wild Cat
Mrs. Samuel R. Edwards never lived
in Chicago, but she jumped on a full
grown bob cat the other day with botli

"Avery" line, which

The stock consists of Steel and wood beam, in
all sizes.

We also bf ve a complete line
and 60 tooth drag harrows.

of

hand cultivators,

We have irrigating shovels and hoes, rakes,
spades, weeding hoes, and everything for the farmer
and gardener. We have a good assortment at a
wide range of prices.

he confirmed. 4
Published Paper at Las Cruces and
Socorro R. P. XTash, aged 61 years,
died from a stroke of paralysis at his
home at El Paso. Mr. Xash went to
California in the early seventies, but

--

28, 1911.
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SANTA FE HARDWARE
&

SUPPLY CO.

PIANOS
Checkering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman-

Co.

n

PIANOS

7.

Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-

ten months.
They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a
telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-demaCo. will meet every customer
more than half Way in making the
purchase of a piano a simple and satisfactory business transaction, not one
of doubt and uncertainty.
n

Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the- - past
'LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

FE OFFICE

::

Albuquerque,

WITH

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

-

,-

400 Strangers have just arrived from the various woolen
mills, and these strangers consist of a snappy, fascinating

magnificent array of Spring arid Summer Fabrics.
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We would like to introduce you to every one of them, so if
you will drop around one of these fine Spring das at our
Informal Gathering, we feel sure that you'll be pleasd
to meet them.
;
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Be true to your personal appearance

and leave your order for a new suit.
MONEY SPENHERTINE IS A GUARANTEED INVESTMENT.

THE BIG
STORE.

NATHAN SALMON.

THE BIG
STORE.

1900

